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other words, i t  is against the law to possess and distribute nearly all snbstances for the prpuse 
af gening high. Two drugs, alcohol and tobacco, are exceptions to th~s rule, and tobacco's ef- 
fects, while recreational, may te described ru a11 e~:xtsmely "low-kcj" high (Goldskin, 2001, 
p. 121). Though the distribution of rhese two legal drugs i s  controlled by stfire law, they may 
bc legally purchased for any prlrpose. In addition. thousands of drugs-rougMy a fifth of which 
are psychoactive-are available by a prescription from a physician spcifically for medical and 
psychialric purposes. However, if these drugs are taken without 3. prescription for recreational 
purposes, their distribution and possession are illegal. Inahmuch as przssription usc is not recre- 
ational use, rhese drugs do on'^ count in our equation. 

.\I1 other psychoactive drugs aside from alcohol and tobacco are prohibiied by state 
and fcdera1 law. Marijjuana is a partial e~ception, as we've seen, since small-quantity pos- 
session has been decriminalized i n  a dozen states. (It is also approved for medical pur- 
poses-again, by state, not fedetal, law-ln eight states, but this dwa not count ns 

"recreational.") Still, partial decriminalization does nor mean the snbsrance is legal. since 
the polict: cau co~~fiscatc the drug and the possessor may he fined. And drug courts and drug 
treatment, likewise. we cracks in the armor of the strict law enforcertient tnodel. Peyote is 
permitted in some states to Indians for religious ceremonies, another exception to this rule. 
But the generalization that covers the control of psychoacc~ve substances in rhe Uriiicd 
Srates is this: The possession and sale of psychoactive substances for the purpose of recre- 
ational use is a crirac ~rttlcss othcniise stipulated. 

Critics by the thousands have attacked the current system of prohibition. They believe 
that crirninslizing nearly all drug tilking for pleasure has serious negative consequences for 
users and for the gociety as a whole. In this chapter, we discuss the proposals for drug le- 
galization, decnminalization, and ham reduction. We will consider such questions as, 
would a legal change away fl,unl our cumnt system of "lock 'em up and throir away the 
key" be more effective? Is an emphasis on the punitive approach doing more harm than 
god? Many rritic.~ think so. The following section$ summarize their rezoning. 

Beginning in the Late 1980s (Kerr, 19881, an a l m ~ s t  unthinkable proposal-the decrimitial- 
itation or legalizarion ot the currently illegal drugs-began to hc advanced with remark- 
~ b I e  frequency and urgency. Dozens of books, hundreds of magazine and newspaper 
nrticlcs, uncountable editori~ls and np-ed pieces, and srores of prominent spokespersons 
urged the repeal of the drug laws. For a tirne, drug legalization became a major focus of de- 
bate, joining such controversial subjects as abortion, tht envirunmcn~, the economy, gun 
control. and homusexuul rights, wclmen's rights, ininoriiy rigllls, and affir~nativc action. In 
the past half-dozen years or so, the legalizatian debate has died down, but the pulicy's ad- 
rvcateb rcmuin. Drug legalization-or come fnm of it-i~ a program worth discussing (see 
the accompany in! bo.1 i .  

It must be emphasized that legalization il; not a single proposal. Instead, i t  is n cluster 
of propusals that itand5 (ward onc end or a specttum of degrees or rzguliitio~i and wail - 
ability. Very few, if any. legalization advncates argue that there should be absoluiely no con- 
rmls uri driigh wfiilts~cvcr, for instance, that minor< he allowed to purchase heroin and 
cocaine tu whoever i s  willing to sell to them. Tnctead. all agree that wrne soas of uoawols 
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-- 

''In pubtic opinion polls, most Americans oppose the legalization of 
marijuana for recreational purposes." This is a me statement; 
roughly 75 percent nf all Americans nationwide are opposed to 
marijuana legalization. (Marijuana as medicine is a different mat- 
ter.) Opposition to h s  legalization uf the hard drugs is even 
stronger-in the 90 to 95 percent range. Many opponents of drug 
legalization (James Inciardi, fur enampie) raise lh is  point in support 
of their argument; if most Americans oppose drug legalization. leg- 
islatively, how can it possibly come about? Any politician who sup- 
ports the proposal would be commimng political suicide. Most of 
my students (58%) recognized that this statement is true. in 2002, 
two state initiatives on marijuana decriminaliLation, one in Arizona 
and the other in Nevada, were vet& by voters. (The votes were 
curprisingly strong, however, 43 percent md 39 percent, respec- 
lively.) Clearly, that Fact poses serious problems for legalalizers. 

will be necessary. Hence, the relev~nt question is, At what po in~  along the spectrum rang- 
lrlg from jusi shy of complete control to just shy of a complete lack of control does the ob- 
server believe makes sense'! In Fact, the spectrum is so broad and the details so crucial that 
in marly ways, the *'great divide" hetween legalization and prohibition i s  artificial, almost 
irrelevant. Consequently, both the himilarities and rhe differences beriveen and among the 
various legalization programs, and those between and among lzgaiization and prohibitian- 
1st progmrns. have to be considered. 

'To appreciate the import of proposals to legalize the possession and saie of currently 
illicit drugs, it is crucial to spell nut the reasons why Icgalizers think the  current system of 
prohibition is inzvitably and fatally flawed and must be changed. According to the legaliz- 
ers, whal's wrong with rwr current system? 

Proposing that the d n ~ g  laws and their enforcement be changed irnplies that the current sys- 
tem of prohibition is ineffective and /or harmful. In fact, lhz bulk of the Itgalizers' wrirings 
are devoted to criticizing the current punitive policy; only a very small proportion deal 
specitically with the particulars (IF a viable legalization program. Cunsequently. to f i~lIy un- 
derstand the justifications for drug legalizati~n, it is necessary to explain, in the view of the 
legalizcn. /ton; and ~ . h v  rhz surrent proh~brt~onist program to deal with the drug problem is 
a fatlure. Behind the punitive reasoning of criminalization i s  the assumptiun that a drug war 
can and shauld be fought, can be uon, and that the principal weapons thar must he uscd in 
[his war are lhe law, arreht. and imprisonment. I n  other words, rhedrug waniurs believe rhat 
drug abuse 15 primarily u pcdice matter. I n  stark contrast, all, or nearly all. legalizers, agree 
on ntre point: They oppose the current punitive system They insist that drug abuse is not 
primitrily a police matter. They believe that relying on the law, its enforcement, and the 
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incarceratinn thar it demands is ineffective, couilterproductive. and unjust, In fact, legaliz- 
ers oppose rhe very basis of dmp prohibitioil by mems of [he law atxi Iaw enforcement. 

Why do the legalizers and decriminalizers believe that our current, mi111y punitlve ap- 
proach to drug contrc~l dor3n'c wurk? In their view, what are sotile major flaws in auempt- 
ing to solve the drug prob1e11i by criminalizing the sale and parsesl;inn nf drugs'? U%y don't 
drug prohibitions work, iiccording to the legalizers'? Occasionally, a journalist will argue 
that the legal ban nn drugs actually sti~r~rtlares the des~re for the consumption of psychoac- 
tive substances (Raver-Lanipman, 2003), but no one who has detailed. systematic knowl- 
edge of the impact of legal uonmls will make sllch a toolish argunrent. 

Before these questions can be answered, we have tu lay d i~wn  spccifrc criteria as to 
what cunst~tutcs "working" in the first place. Na specific drug policy is likely to work best 
in all i m p o n a ~ ~ t  ways. It is cntircly possible that a given program may work well in m e  way 
but badly in another. What do the legalizers mean when they say the punitive pollcy toward 
drug shuse doesn't-and can't-work? In l-rit~ci~ing the chrrenr polides and urging drug 
legalization or decriminalization, they make the following ten points. 

First, the le_galizers say. criminalization makes illegal drugs e~pensive find hence, prof- 
itable to sell. Because of the profit motive, mesling PI-odaccrs and sellers snd taking them 
our of buslness simply rmults in other producers and stilers srepping in to sl~pplq' the short- 
Ihil. Thcrcforc, drugs can never be stamped out through the criminal law: The demand for 
drugs is  constant and inelastic; their criminalized status makes them expensive, and thereby 
highly profitable to sell. Therefore, it is  inevitable that suppliers will remain in hsiness. 
Itunically, i r  is the crimlnalization itself that guarantees "buslness as usual." 

Second. they say. the curredlly illegal drugs are less harmful than the prohibitionists 
say and, in tact, less harmful ha11 111e currcntly legal drugs. Hence, drug criminali7ation is 
bcth ainlrd at the wrong tsget arid is  discriminatory as well. If anything, stricter cot~trols 
ought to be applied to cigarettes and alcohol-which kill many more peoplc-and nni the 
far safer curreritly illegal drugs. 

Third, the legalizers insist. prohibition is futile because criminalization does not deter 
use. Drug abuse i h  as high now. udder a punitive policy, as it wuuld be under a policy of le- 
gali~ation; legalization would not produce bn increase in use, m would not produce a sig- 
nificanr ur > \ [ u p  iilcreasc. Anyone who wants to use dri~gs h <  doing so now. Prohibition is 
3 logistical impossibilily; there ate simply too many holes in the net of social contrul. Drugs 
uill a1w:lyq leak through the net. Hence, the very foundation of prohibition is invalid, thry 
insist. Moreover, rinse [he demand for drugs IS inelastic-users will pay any price, no mat- 
ter how exorbitant-raising the price [hrough legal hardssment cannot work. 

Fcjurth, the Izgal~z.ers argue, prohibitiur~ znctjuragcs thc distribution and therefore the 

use o f  harder. srmnger. more dangerous drugs. and discourages the use d softer, weaker. 
d e r  drugs. This I S  the case because crirninali7ation places a premium on selling drugs that 
:ve less bulky and easlcr to cwceal, and show 3 greater pmfir margin per  operarinn. This 
has been referred to as the "Iron Law of Prohibition": The more inte~lse the law enforce- 
ment, )he mor-e potent the pmhr hited substance bec~mes ('l'homtun, lY92, p. 70j. I n  cun- 

trast, under legalization. they say, less potent and less harmful drugs. such ac cocaine leaves. 
cocaine gum. opium, and rrwrijuar~a, will be substituted for the more potem, mnrr harnlful 
i l l ici t  drugs now in use: crack, hernin, icc, and hero~n IGoldstein, 1986) 

Fitth, they say, dnlg dealers sell in ;1 market in which there are no controls whatsoever i>n 
thc' puri~y and pwency of the~r produci. Hence, users are always consuming cuntaminatd- 
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and dangerous-substances. In contrast, legalization would enforce strict controls on purity 
and potency: as a consequence, death by overdose would be virtually eliminated. 

Sixlh. the lepalizers say, by undercutting the profit motive, organized crime would be THEORY 

forced out of rhe drug trdde. As a result, the stranglehold that criminal gangs and mobs have 

1 
I 

on the throat of the community would be released; residents would be able to reclaim their i 

neighborhods, and democracy would triumph. 
Seventh legalizers say, the current level of drug-related violence is solely a product of 

the illegality of the drug trade. Drug-related murders are the result of disputes over dealing 
izrrirory or "rurf." robberies of drug dealers, assaults to collect a supposed drug debt, the pun- 
ishmenr of a warker, a dl.ug theft, and a dcalcr sclling bad or bogus drugs (Goldstein et al., 
1989). Eliminate criminalization and the profit motive will be eliminated, and so will drug 
gangs md the violence they inflict. The murder rate will decline, and neighborhoods and 
communities will be safer- 

Eighth, by placing such a huge priority on the drug war and encouraging Ihe arrest of 
dealers, the government has opened the door to the violation of the civil liberties of citizens 
on a massive scale. False or mistaken wrests or roust~, the seizure of the property of inno- 
cent parties. corn~prion and brutality-these are the le~acies of prohibition. Under legal- 
ization, such violations wouid not occur. The police would not be pressured to nrake 
questionable arrests, nor be tempkd to take bribes from dealers; consequently, they will be 
better able to serve the community (Wisotsky, 1990a, 1990b. 1993; Ostrowski, 1990). 

Nir~th, ~orlsidzr the cnomous cost and the staggering tax burden of enforcing prohi hi- 
lion; billions of our tax dollars art being wasted in a futile, harmful endeavor. Under legal- 
ization, not only would this waste not occur, but the sale of drugs could be taxed and revenues 
could be raised to treat drug abusers. In an era of fiscal austerity, surely the budgetary argu- 
ment should weigh heavily. Legalization would represent using the tax doll& wisely. 

And tenth, under legalization, useful therapeutic drugs that are now banned by the gov- 
ernment will he reclassified so that they wlll find their rightful place in medicine. Mari- 
juana, a Schedule I drug, is useful in the treatment of glaucoma and in reducing the nausea 
.~ssoc~iited wiih chrwothrrapy: heroin. also complelely banned by irs Schedule I status. is 
an effective analgesic or painkiller. In addition, a Schedule I classification is the kiss of 
death fbr scientif c experimentation. The book has been przmatuely closed on drugs such 
d5 AIDMA (Ecstasy) and LSD- 50th Schedule I drugs-bn~h nf which have enormous po- 
tential for unlocking the 3ecrets of drug mechanisms and, possibly, valuable therapeut~c ap- 
plication as well. Our society cannot afford to remain ignorant about drugs with such 
ctlrnplrx and poientially revealing effects as these (Grinsymn and Bakalar. 1993; Beck and 
Rosenbaum. 1994, pp. 14bff..). 

The term drug "legali~ntion" has been used ro cover a multitude of propusaIs. Sonlr do not 
entail real drug legalizat~on at all but do involve substantial changes in the drug laws. Pro- 
ponents of .;(>me legslization proposalr wish In remnve criminal pe-nalties from all psy- 
choactive substances. Other.; are selective and airn to legalize S O I I I ~  and retaln penalties on 
others. Moreover, legalization is very different from decriminalization. And requiring the 
addicted or drug-dependent to obtain their supply via prescription is not the same thing as 
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~lrrmitting drugs to bc sold to anyone. withni~i k ~ ~ c f i t  nf a prescription. More generally, it 
must be recognized that legalization and prahibition do not represem an eitherlor proposi- 
tion. In reality. they form a cootinuu~n or a spectrum. from a con~pletely libertaridn or 
'-tlands-ot'f" proposal with no laws goverr~ing the possession or sale of any drug at one end 
a l l  the way to the most punitive policy imaginable, support for the death penalty for users 
artd dealers of every stripe, with every conceivable position in between. 

In reality. very few commentators advocate a policy of n o  cu~tuuls wl~dtsoevcr on thc 
possession and sde of any and all psychoactive drugs. At the other end of the spectrum, 
very few commentators call for the death penalty fcr the simple possession ul'lhr cunentIy 
illegal drugs, including two joints of marijuana. Hence, what we are discussing In the drug 
legalizaiion debate i s  degrees of difference along a spectrum somewhere in be tween these 
;wu extrerncs. In fact, as Ethan Nadelmann ( 1992, pp. 89-94) has argued persuasively, the 
-'moderatev legalizers and the "progressive" or reform-minded prohibitionists share far 
more in common than the first group does with the extreme, radical, or "hard-core" legal- 
izers. or the second group does w i ~ h  tlje harshcr. morc punitive prohibitioni~ts. 

The issue, therefore, is not legalization versus prohibitioo. Rather, the debate centers 
around some of the following issws: How much legalization? Which drugs are to be Iegal- 
ized? Under what conditions can drugs be dispensed? Arc &ugh k) be dispcnscd in np- 
proved, licensed clinics? Tu whom may drugs he dispensed? To addicts snd drug abusers 
only'? Or to anyone above a certain age? In what quantity may drugs he dispensed? Ar what 
purity'! 4t  what price are the legalized drugs to be suld? (Fur these and other questions that 
leglilizers must answer, see Inciardi and McBride, 1991, pp. 47-49; McSride, Terry. and In- 
cimdi, 1999.) 

Each drug policy proposal will answer these questions in a somewhat different way. 
The fact is, there are many drug refom] proposals. not just one. There are even many d ~ f -  
firent drug legali~arion p~oposals. It  is naive to assume that the brn:1(1 outlines of drug pol- 
icy are the only thing that is imponant, and the details will take care irf thern~elvzs (Trebsch, 
1993.) In my view, this assumption is fi~llacious. Zimring and Hawkins ( 1991. pp. 109-1 10) 
refer to this view as the "trickle-down fallacy." On both sides of the col~tru\.crs>, observers 

toil often "simply ignore the detailed questions . . .of priority and strategy" i p .  109). A spe- 
citic policy-what should be done about each and every particu1a1-"cannot be deduced" 
from a general position ip. 1 10). At the same time, there are some polnts that are shared i i ~  

common by all legalizets: and some points that are shared in common by aII prohibitionists. 
Let's distinguish tour d n ~ g  policy refurnls: legalization, decriminaliza~ion, the rned~cal 

and presrriptic~n models, a n d  harm reduction. 

Legalization 
One common legalization proposal refers to placing one or more of the currently illegel 
d~aCi/o~-prc~cripti~n drugs under rhe contrrds th;lt now apply to alcohol andlilr tobacco. (Bul 
which i s  it-alcohol or tobacco'? Alcohol is considerably more tightly controlled than to- 
bacco, and conrrols that apply tcl iilcohcll dr) not apply to tobacco.) Under this proposal, psy- 
choactive drugs could be purc11ast.d un the opcn market, off the shelf. by anyon? ahnve a 
certain itge. Since the sarnz conrruIs on aIcuhol and rhe currently legal dngs  will presum- 
ably apply to the sale of psychoactive drugh, a proprietor would not be ablc to sell to a mi- 
nw ur an intoxizated rndiridual, ro an inmate of a jail, prison, or a ~tierital i~~ht~tut i trn ,  nor tc 
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sell within a certain distance from a house of worship, a school, or an active pulling place 
on election day. Controls may also apply to the establishments that sell the drugs in ques- 
tion: wirh respect to alcohol, certain types of bars, for instance, must also serve food. Pack- 
age stores must observe a variety of rules and rc~ulations; borne, for instance, are run by the 
government. Even those that are private enterprises are contrulled They cannot be owned 
and operated hy a convicted felon; they cannot be open on Sunday; they cannot sell sub- 
stances above a certain potency; and so on. Thus, legalimtion refers to a slate licensing sys- 
tzm more or less similar to that which prevails for slcohol (again. or tobacco) for the 
currently illegal drugs. 

One qualification: Under our currenl policy of leg3lization, manufacturing alcohol 
c beer and wine, for in~tance) or growing tobacco for the purpose ofprivate consumption- 
not commercial s a l e d o e s  not come under state control and is perfectly legal. The state re- 
tains the righr to step in and play rtrole only when selling (or the presumed intention to sell) 
takes place. This qualificarion does not apply to illicit drugs. of course; privare production 
of Schedule I drugs remains illegal. Tn addition, under legalization, usr. at least in public, 
!s controlled under J variety of circumstances, for instance, driving while intoxicated and 
public intoxication are illegal. And lastly, for both alcohol and cigarettes, there are rrrtric- 
tions on advertising; cigarette ads and ads for hard liquor are (voluntarily) banned from tcl- 
evisiun advertising, current athletes are not depicted endorsing alcoholic beverages, and 
beer is not drunk on camera. Presumably. the drugs that are to be legalized will be con- 
trolled, volu~~tarily or involuntarily, in more or less the same manner i l ~  alcohol and tubacco, 
that is, they will he regubred but not banned. 

In the Netherlands, by Iaw, small-quantity marijuana possession is technically illegal. 
However, in practice, the drug is soid openly in coffee shops (or "hash bars"), and these 
transactions are completely ignc~red by the police (see the accompanying box). No adver- 
tising of marijuana products 1s permitted; wle to minors under 18+ven minors in such an 
establishment-and [he sale of hard drugs will cause the police to shur a shop down. Thus, 
small-quantity marijuana possession and sale in the Netherlands have been legalized de 
hcto, illthongh de jure, or according to the law, they are still technically illegal. The "hard" 
drugs are unaffected by this policy; the sale of heroin and cocaine, especially in high vol- 
ume, remain very much illegal. In fact, in the Netherlarlds, the proportion of prisoners who 

- 

,: j Arc the drugs [ha! ;\re illegal in the United States legal elsewhere? 
I ~ s k c d  my students ~f the following statement were true: "All the 
drugs that we illegal in the Uni~ed States (including cocaine, Ec- 
stasy, and heroin) are rvmpletely legal in Holland (the Nether- 
IandF); there, they can be purchased over the counter or in dmg 
"bars," in much the way aspirin and alcohol can here." Cunsider- 
ahly less than haIf of the studenrs in my course (42S)agreed with 
this statement, which is false, of course. It is true that marijuana (or 
cannabis) can be purchased in chis way, but other (or hard) drugs 
canntjt. It is not a plausible statement. and the fact that more than 

4 tour out of ten of my respondents sad hat they thought it to be true 
f 1s revealing. 

L. - 
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are con~icted drug offenders is the same as it is in  the United Staces, rvugl~lj one-thirc 
(Beers, 1991, p. 40). At rhe same time, possession by rhe addict or user of small quatititie: 
oi' Iit.rui~~ or cr~cainc (half a gram or less) tends t.n he ignored by the police. However. thf 
sale of even small quantiries of the hard drugs i s  no1 permitted to take place openly in lega 
commercial establishments, as is done with marijuana (Jansen. 1991 ; Leuw and Marshall 
1994). The Durch policy toward rnmjuana represents a variatiun UII Legalization. 

Decriminalization 
Drcrinlinalizarion refers to the removal of state control over a sub~tonce or activity. (Man! 
nhservzrs use the term "decriminalization" to refer to what I call "partial decriminaliza 
tion." Full decriminalization is the removal of all--or nearly all-stare conrrols over a girfer 
product or activity.) It is a legal "hands-off" or laissez-faire policy of drug coutrol. Unde: 
decriminaliza~iorl, the state no iongcr has a role in setting rules and r~gularions concernin; 
the sale, purchase, and possession of a given drug. Here, the distribution of marijuana 
heroin, or cocaine, would no more be the cwcern of the governmen1 than. say, sellin, 0 toma 
toes or undershirts. Of course. no one may sell poisonous tomatoes or dangerously flarn 
mable undershirts. But under a policy of full decriminalizatiun, the rules and regulation: 
[hat apply to drugs wouid be even less restrictive than those that now apply to the current]! 
Legal drugs alcohol md tobacco. 

Under full decriminalization, anyone can manufacture or grow any quantity of an! 
drug and sell it to anybody without any senvus resrriciion at dill. The unly factor that shoulc 
determine the sale of drugs, blatant poisons aside, should be the operation of a free and opet 
e c o n ~ m i c  market (Szasz, 1992) Clf cnune, almost everyone proposing this policy is Likei! 
to add one obvious restriction, that sale to a minor be against the law. It must be pointed ou 
that full decrilninalization for every curren~ly illegal drug, with the possible exception a 
marijuana, is nut a feasible or realistic policy, arid is uf theorcticnl intercst only. To expec 
that legislatures will permit the possession. .sale, and distributron of substances (hat have : 
powerful effect nn t h ~  mind and have great potzntial for harm be subject to government con 
trvls no strictrr than those which apply to the possession, sale, and disrrtbutior~ of tomatoe 
simply beggars the imagination. It is a pie-in-the-sky proposal chat has no hope whafsoeve 
of implemtnlation. a1 leas1 for ~ h r  li~~esreilblc future. 

There is one exception to this rule: Some commentators argue strenuoul;ly-and, i i  

qnme quarters. persuasively-thal users he permitted to grow certain rlatural psychoactiva 
plants, such as the opium poppy, the coca bush, the peyote cactus, psychedelic mushruom~ 
and, of coure ,  the ~~~arijuana or cannabis plant. fur h e i r  own private consumption (Karel 
1991). Thus, o t~e  a s ~ z t  of full decriminalization remains a viable whject of debate. whilt 
most of the clthe,r partjculars do not. 

The term decriminalization is often used to refer to what is in fact parti21 decnminal 
izstinn. .4s we know. in 12 L.S. ststes, someone in possession of a small quar~tity uf :uari 
juana cannot be arrested or imprisoned. Small-quantity marijuana possession is . 
" L  iola~iun"; rhc police may confiscate the dn~g and issue a summons, much like A traffi- 
tlcket, which usually entails a small line. Hence, partial decriminalizatic~n does not removl 
any and all legal rzstriut~ons on the possession. sale. andlor distribution ot' a given sub 
stance, but i1 does remove some ot them. 'l'his is not what advucates uf decriminalizntioi 
nlem by rhe term, although :he two remls are often-loosely and ~naccurately-equated. 
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Prescription and Maintenance Models 
The pwsc-riptiort and the mninte,luflce models overlap heak ily, although they are conceptu- 
ally distinct. Borh are usually rt.re~,red Lu a h  ille r:~edicul uppmach to drug abuse, since both 
see certain conditions a+ a medical matter and the administration of psychoactive sub- 
stances as thcir solution. Cnrrently in the United States, the prescription model prebails for 
certain pharmaceuticals deemed to have "legitimate" medical utility; hence, certain ap- 
prclvcd pzychoactivc substances may be prescribed by physicians for the treatment rr f  their 
~atients '  ailments. 

Under an expanded prescription or maintenance policy sometimes referred to as a type 
of legalization plan, anyone depenlknt on a given drug would be able to go to a physician 
or a ciid;c and, after an medical examinati~ln, he d u l y  certified or registered. Certdcation 
would enable one to obtain prescriptions at regular intervals which, in turn, would make it 
possible tu purchase or obtain the drug in question. Or the drug could be administered di- 
rectly by a clinic ur a physician. Some current prescription models call for an eventual with- 
drawal nf thr clienr nr patient from the drug. but they insist that this be done gradually, since 
it is both humane and effective. Under the current prescription policy, drugs have to be 
tested by pharmaceutical companiej and reports submitted to the Food and Drug Adminis- 
tration (FDA) demlsnstrati~~g that they are safe and ef'fective for the ailments for which [hey 
would be prescribed. A drug demonstrated to be either unsafe or ineffective cannot be ap- 
proved by the FDA and hence, cannot be prescribed as a medicine. Presumably, if the cur- 
rently illegal drugs are to he prescribed to addicts, they must pass as safe and effective 
mnedicims. 

One version of the prescription model is referred to as the maintenance model because 
the addict w drug-dependent person is "mainrained" on doses of the drug in question. Cur- 
rently, in the United States, some fclm of m ~ i n t e n a n ~ e  is in effect for roughly 150.W beroin 
addicts, most of whom are administered methadone. However, methadone maintenance pro- 
grams are tairly tightly conuolled in mostjurisrljctions, and most addicrs nationwide are nut 
enrolled in them, c~ther because tbey do nut wish t c ~  be-for instarivr. kcaust: rbc rest ti^- 
tions are toil severe and the quantities adrnini<tered arc too small--or because the clinics do 
not have r m n  for i l l1  who wish to enroll. Ti1 xt up 3 full walk-in program fnr any and 811 

hrroin addicts who want tcl take part In merhadone mainlenmce therapy would requirt a 
quadrupling of the current operiir~g budge1 ol this treatment modality. In addition, there is 
ni) heroin maintenance program in  place in ihe United States, and none for percons depend- 
ent  on a drug other than a anarcotic. Such a prclgram is in effect in Liverpool, Great Britain, 
and in Switrerland. 

P rz~u t ; i~b l  y, a legalization propo.jul that relies heavily on ~ h r  ~ned  ir;d model u i ~ ~ l d  aln, 
to cxpand the 11um her of addicts currently on methadune, expand the number of possible 
n;tl-cotics uwd for m:iintenance programs, presumably including heroin, and poshibly even 
srpand m;lincen;lnc.e program5 to 111cluclr: nclnnarcotic drugs, f o r  itlstance. cocainc. Agatn, 
rcgilrdless of the particulars, a drug nlainrenance program sees drug abuse as a medical, not 
a CI-iminal matter, and aims to legalize the administratilw of psychoactive substanccs to ad- 
dicts or abusers. It I> not dear what this program propuses to d~ whsn drug abt~scrs refuse 
to participate in the program, demand to use other drugs in addition to the legal drugs they 
are being adlninistered, or de~nar,d a significant escalation in the dose they are adminis- 
tered. Or what sho11 Id he done when someclne who is nut chmica1;y or psyc'hoiogically 
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dependent demand% quaniities of a given drug from the program. This program sees the pri- 
mary motivation of drug abusers as maintenance, not recreation, an assumption matly ob- 
servers question as naive. 

Harm Reduction 
Hclr~n reductiotr represents an eclectic ur mixed bag of policy pmpclssls, I! is s A-peciJsr le- 
gal policy: different programs for different drugs. Hart11 ta~iuclicln is thc explicit pdicy that 
prevails In the Netherlands. Swirzerlilnd, and ccrtain jurisdictions in the United Kingdom, 
such as Liv~ryoul. Its goal i s  stated in its title: Rather than attempting to wipe out drug dis- 
tribution, addiction, and us-an impossibility, in any case-its goal u for drug policy to at- 
tempt to minimize h m .  Legal reiurm! likewise, i s  secondary; the emphasis is on 
pmcticalir?.--what works in concrete practlce rather than what seems to look good on paper 
ur in theory. A needle exchange and distribution program stands high on rhe lisr of putjcu- 
lars of any harm reduction advocate: Addicw can !urn in uscd nccdles at distribution centers 
and receive clean, frzsh ones free of chuge. This is designed to keep the rate of oerv 
AIDS/HIV infections in check. Another pm-tic~~lzr of the harm reduction advocates relates 
directly to law enforcement: Make a sharp distinction between "aoft-' and -'hardh drugs, and 
between users and smali-timc, low-level sellers on the one hand and high-level, high-~olume 
dealers on the other. In practice, this means de facto decrimlnaliwtion of small-quard~y mar- 
ijuana possession, anempting to roue addicts Into lreatrnent programs without arresting 
them. Big-tim heroin and a ~ a i ~ ~ e  dcdlers, howcver, x e  mested and imprisoned. 

In short, harm reduction means the folbwing: 

Stress lreatlnent and rehabilitation; underplay lhr ~urlitive. penal, or police approach: 
a d  explore nonpenal alternatives to trivial drug offenses. 
Expatld drug maintenance, especiallq nrethndone. programs: expzriment with or 
study the feasibility uf heroin maintenance programs; expand drug education 
prclgrams; permit hemin and matijuana to be used by prescription for medical 
treafment. 
Consider ways of controlling the legal drugs, alcohol and tnarijuana. 
Be flexible :~nd pragrndiic; Thir~h about ncw programs that mighr reduce h;wm from 
drug abuse. and if one aspect of the program fails, scuttle it and try something else. 

Remember: Drugs are not the encmy--harm ro thr  svcicty and its constituenr mrtnbers 
is the enemy; whatever rrduces harm by wha~ever means necessary is all to the good 
(Bzcrs. 1991). 

ho one who wpports a harm reduction pmpasa) questions the faci that there are theorel- 
ir:al and practical difficulties and dilemmas in implementing such a pulicy. So~ne tough and 
troubl~ng questi~ifls demand at) answzr. For irrsrirtrce, how do we nua.sure or weigh uric harm 
against another? What if our policy rssults in fewer deaths and more addicts? Les% crime and 
more drug use? Lt'we are truly worrisrl ilbr~ut h m  from drug ahuse, why concentrate nn Ic- 
giilizing or dzcriminalizing the illegal drugs'! Why not focu\ on ways uf reducing the use, and 
thcrcfore the harm. :hat the legal rlrugx cause? %%at if our pl~licy irnpri~ves conditions fc)r one 
group nr category in the pcpulatim but h m s  another? And will harm reduclion really result 
in less state control of the drug addict, abuser, and uaer'! Government regulations and pro- 
granli dzsigncd to rrduce drug-related hxm is rlkely to result i n  f~ I r l u r  s u t r  intcrvcntion 
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into thc lives of persons affected by them. (Far a cynicd, m~chanistic, and ill-conceived cri- 
t ique of harm reduction proyams from a radical or left-wing perspective, see Mugford, 1993.) 
None of the program's advocates suggest that i t  is a problem-free panacea or cure-all, but all THEORY 

klievr tha~ 11iesc and othcr criticisms me not fatal, and that its pmblemc can be; rtlsalved with 
the application of rrliabIe information and good common sense. 

WILL DRUG USEIABUSE RISE UNDER LEGALIZATION? 
in the legalization de.hare, perhaps no other issue is as bndamental as the question of 
whether drug use and abuse-and hence, medical complications and death-will rise un- 
der legalization. Does the currenr system of prohibition keep chug abuse down to tolerable 
Icvels9 Would legalization open the flandgates to immensely greater drug-related social, 
economic, and health problems? 

As we've seen, there is at least one way in which criminalization is a failure. Attackmg the 
lupplj or rniu~ufxture and distribution side of the drug usp equatim is extremely unl&ely u, 
work. Clearly. the lure of the profit motive is too great for at least some of our persons, even with 
a smdl measw of risk in\dved. %%at abul rhe demand w user s ~ b ?  The motives for selling 
and use, although intertwined, arc at lcast malpcally distinct. Cm law enforcement dzter iise? 

hloregenerally, dms the law and irs enforcement deter any activity? If there were no laws 
and no enforcement, would cumntly illegal activities become more conunon'! If a prduct or 
service is crinlmalized, does the demand ~UI- i~ ~ n l a i n  constant? Will just a~ many customers 
be willing to pay for it regardless of whether it is legal or illegal? Just how inelatic is the de- 
mand for certain products and services? The lepalizers are insistent that "prohibition doesn't 
work"--indeed. cut1 't work (Morgan, LYY 1; Hyse, 1994). 13 r h i b  UW for all prducts und ser- 

vices, under all circumjtances? More s~cificallg, is it true for the currently illegal drugs? 
As we' b e  already seen, there are two entirely different arguments underpinning prohibit- 

ing or outlawing an activity; nmny observers confuse tk two. They ate the "hard" or h e  

"sui~r," and t k  "soft" or the "moderate" versions. T h e  shic't punitive version makes use of the 
logic of absolute deterrence, while the "moderate" punitive version makes use oi'the logic of 
relative deterrence (see the accompanying box). The hard or strict punihve argument says rhar 
a givm activity can be reduced Or eliminated by law enforcement. It argues that crime is de- 
terred o r  disrimraged in some absolute nr absrract sense by law enforcement. In contrast. the 

In this seclron, I make a distinction between absolute and relative 
deterrence. This distinction is captured in my statement;'The Cact 
that law enforcement has not been able to starnp out drug abuse 
shows us that in ull ways, the drvg laws have k e n  3 tailure." The 
relative deterrence argument rejects Ihe validity of this statement, 
as 1 do, and as most drug researchers and policy analysts do as 
well. Not many of my stu&nts were taken in by his SUEIII~UL; in 
fact over three-quarters (77%) said that ihey tbught the statement 
is false. Clearly, my students have a more sophislicatd grasp on 
the relevant issues than many prvyonenlb of drug legalization. 
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,oft ur rl~urlerate punitive positiur, does not see a defeat o f  or even a drastic reduction in drug 
use or abuse as feasible. This argument is quite different from the hard or shict criminalizer's 
position; in contrast, i t  says, in the absence of law enfirrcement, a given activity would be much 
more common than it ili with law enforce~r~cnt. It relies on a logic ofrelntive deterrence because 
it s;lys, with law enforcement-as compxed with no law enforcement--ceaain kinds ~fct i rne 
take place more often. If there were no laws or penalties against mbbing or inflicting violence 
u p n  others, rnm people would cngagl: in such khavior. (Not tnost pcuple-mun3 poplc.) 
Law enforcement does not reduce the incidence of these acts so much as contain them. The 
same principle ;~pplies with drug use: Punishing the drug vioIatur i s  nor, and, undcr mobt cir- 
cumstances, cannot be, a mems of drastically reducing or eliminating drug use. But if there 
were no drug laws, and no penalties €or the production, impmition, possession, and sale of the 
presr~~tly illegal substances, use would b considerably higher than it is ncw. 

Does Crirninalization Ever Lower Demand? 
1 susptxt that criminalization actually does loner the demand-as well as the s u p p l y ~ f  
cenain producti and services. To put the matter another way, legalization would result in an 
increase in  the rncidence of many activities. As a gencrnl rule. the more clastic, substi- 

turcrble, and seasilive to price a demand IS, t h  more effictive srirnindiiation is in discour- 
aging its satisfaction; the less elastic, substitutable, andinsensitive to price a demand is, the 
less effective criminalization is (Wisotsky, L99Ub, p. 8). 

Outlawing leaded gasoline, for instance, has not produced a huge illegal market for it- 
there are no custnmers who ;ue willing to pay hundreds oi'times its previous, legal, price utd 
manuf~cturers who m willing to supply it, thereby risking arrest. For practically all mo- 
tonsts. an arlequa~e substitute exise in unleaded gas; hardly any customers are willing to pay 
hugr prize incre~lscs for a marginally superinr perFim-tance. The sale of automobiles in the 
United States is restricted to those that meet cmain stand~rds, for instance, with respect to 
emission cvntroIs. Has that resulted in a huge underground sale of cars that do not meet these 
standards'.' No; in this Lase, [he PI-t~hibit~un of nonstandard cars wurks. more or It.,%. 

The number of times customers visit prostitutes, and hence, the nurnkr  of prostitutes, are 
altnaat cenainly smaller, all other rhings being rqual, where ir is illegal than where ic is legal. 
Can anyone seriously doubt that a substant~al proponion of men would visit prustitutcs rnorc 
freyucntly i f  the public sale of sex were cilmpletely legalized? fiiht~tut~cm is a major business 
in N~vada,  whzre it is legal; elsewhere in the country, silldies show, sex w ~ t h  prostitutes is only 
a minor sexual outlet for men (Michael rt al., 1944- p. 631. For many men, where it 15 rllegal, 
scx with a prostitute affords a sordid. even risky sexual option, as the "Johns" who have been 
wcstcd it1 street >weeps have discicaved. Risks come not orliy in the form of mest (earretucly 
low. although, with sporadic police campaigns, they ar there) but also in criminal victimiza- 
tion from the provltute and her colleagues and from dcn~zetl> of the envltons in which pmsti- 
tutlon is likely to place, u r ~ d ,  for somc, thc social stigma in thz event of rliscovr:ry fr>llowinp 
arrest. Hence, the probibiiiotl u€ pmuitutiun muht be counted as at [east a partial success. 

National Alcohol Y rohibition ( 1920-1933) 
Somt Iegalizzrs argue that t ~ u  ban or prohibition oa an activiry or suhtirnce that is desire-d 
by a sizable number of citizens will ever be successful, The Iegalizers 11ray be ~cfirl-cd to us 
unnprohihiti~~nist.~. h.Ln~c adopt a broad, sweeping blew of the failur-e of pruhibitions ingen-  
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eral. And their guiding m d e l  for this position i s  national alcohol prohibition (1920-1933). 
The 18th Amendment, also referred to as the Volstead Act, is the only constitutional amend- 
ment to have been repealed in U.S. history. 

Everyone knows that Prohibition was a clear-cut failure-very possibly the biggest do- 
mestic legal mistake in the federal government's entire history. We've all learned about the his- 
tory of Prohibition-including A1 Capone, organized crime, gangland violence, bootleg liquor, 
bathtub gin, speakeasies, and illegal nightclubs. Since Prohibition was such a disastrous fail- 
ure, it follows as night follows day that our current policy of drug prohibition will also fail. 
"Prohibition can't work, won't work, and has never worked" (Carter, 1989). True or false? 

Keep in mind that policies may work well in one way but badly in another. Prohibition 
is an excellent example of this principle. Interestingly, as we've discovered, national alco- 
hol prohibition did work in at least one sense: It reduced the level of alcohol consumption 
in the American population. Historians, medical authorities, and policy analysts have put 
together indicators from a variety of sources-arrests, automobile fatalities, hospital ad- 
missions, medical examiners' reports, as well as legal sales before and after Prohibition- 
and concluded that the consumption of alcohol declined significantly between 1920, when 
the Eighteenth Amendment took effect, and 1933, when it was repealed. The conclusion is 
inescapable: In the narrow sense of reducing alcohol consumption, Prohibition did work. 
Far from being a failure, in this one respect, it was a resounding success. 

But again, in most other important respects, Prohibition was a disastrous failure; in this 
sense, the anti-prohibitionists are correct. The policy may have switched millions of dnnkers 
from beer, a less potent beverage, to distilled spirits, a far more potent and more harmful bev- 
erage; it encouraged the sale of harmful, poisonous substitutes, such as methyl alcohol; it 
certainly gave organized crime an immense boost, pouring billions of dollars into the hands 
of criminal gangs, consolidating their power, and effectively capitalizing their other illegal 
enterprises; it encouraged corruption and brutality on the part of politicians and the police 
on a massive scale; and the homicide rate rose during the 1920s and fell after 1933. In these 
crucial respects, Prohibition did not work; in fact, it was clearly a catastrophic failure. It was 
also a failure from the point of view of absolute deterrence: Many Americans did get their 
hands on illegal alcoholic beverages. 

The lesson from Prohibition should not be that drug prohibitions cannot work; it should 
be that, in instituting a drug policy, impacts come in packages. Some of the contents in a 
given package may be desirable, whereas others may be most distinctly undesirable. An- 
other package will contain a different mix, with entirely different positives and negatives. 
Which package one selects depends on values, not science-that is, depends on a prefer- 
ence for certain results over others. There is no policy that will yield results that everyone- 
or anyone-will regard as entirely or uniformly positive. As the saying goes, you pay your 
money and you take your choice. 

Legalization and Use: Two Issues 
Regardless of whether or not prohibition generally does or does not reduce the incidence of 
an activity and regardless of whether or not Prohibition did or did not reduce the consump- 
tion of alcohol, the results of legalization have to be considered separately. A policy that 
looks good on paper may not work in the real world, and one that works in general or in 
most instances may fail in a specific case. The assumption of the legalizers is that abolish- 
ing the criminal penalties for the possession and sale of the currently illegal drugs wilt not 
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result in a substantial rise in their use and abuce. (Same of the propsal's most optimistic 
advocates even argue that use will actuajly decline; !his view is not widely shared, how- 
ever.) ls this true? 

The question of the impact of legalization on the incidettce and frequency of use piv- 
ots on two scpmate questions, one ~mpiriral  and the second morul and ideologicul. The ern- 
pirical question is farniliu to us all and can be stated simply. although answered with 
difficulty and only tentatively: What evidence do we have that addresses the issue ofthe im- 
pact of legalization on use? The moral question is a bit harder to spell uut but need not de- 
tain us here, since if is essentially unanswerable: If legalization does result in an increze in 
use, how 11wny morc users and abusers represetit an acceptable increase, given the benefts 
that this change will bring about? Dennis (1992. pp. 12S-129) estimares hat legdization 
will result in a 25 percent increase in the number of abusers and addicts. Even if the Ggurz 
were LO Jcruble, he finds this accepvable, considering that legalization will unburden u5 ft-on1 
criminalization's enormous monetary and human costs. I suspect that even if we were all to 
agree on Dennis's ~~umer-ical prcdiction, not all of us would accept his  conclusion. Again. 
the moral quesrion has to be disentangled from the empirical question. Empirically, what is 
likely to happen under legalization? Will the use of the presently illegal drugs rise or remain 
at sbout the same level? 

Worst-Case Scenario 
One crit~c of thz drug laws claims [ha! their supporters argue that legalization will mean 
that "countries will plunge into anarchy, families will ciisinlegrdte. and most of us will k- 
come drugged zombies" (Mitchell, t 990, p. 2 ) .  Some supporters of the drug laws actually 
do klicvc that, or very nearly so. Fnrmer drug czar William Bennett estimates that under 
legalizatirln-a plan he vigorously opposes-some 40 to 50 million Americans would k- 
come hard-core heroin and cocaine abusers. William Pollin, former director d the Na- 
tional Ins~itute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) argues that because cocaine is the rtlost pIcasurnbIe 
(or reinfilrcingl drug in  current use, i t  makes sense that if there wcre no law enforcement, 
thc nui~lber of cocaine users would be right up there with smokers and drinkers. . . . We'd 

have 60 to 100 million cmaine users insled of rhe 6 ro 10 million current user% we now 
have. . . . Viewed in this light," Pollin adds. our punitive law enforcement policy "is 90 per- 
cerit effective" (Brinkky, 1984. p. A 12). Would we become a nation of "drugged tuo~hits"  
under legalization? 

I da no1 believe that thc u3e or abuse of cocaltle or heroin w i l l  increase ten iinles if 
any of the currmtly debated legalization plans were put in place. In other words, I believe 
thar Bennett's estiniate of 40 to 50 million heroin and cocaine addicts and Pollin's esti- 
mate of 60 to I0  million regular cocaine users are seriously wlde of the mark. Regs-11- 
less of how alluring, seductive, or reinforcirlg these drugs are, the tens of millions ot 
Americitns Beanetr and Poll~ll i~roject who will becclme involved in the I IW of these seri- 
ously mind-transforming drugs for the pleasure they afford-and risk destroying every- 
thing t h y  n o w  value. including job and career, marriage and family. tncrney, possecsions. 
and their freedom-simply do not exist. At the same time, I do believe that it one or an- 
other legzlizarion proposal wsre to be institured, the number oCAn~ericans who will hke 
and become arriouslv involved with the curlrntly illcgnl drugs, including heroin and  cn- 
caine. would increae more than modestly, possibly even dramatically, possibly aIong the 
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lines nf two to three times. In other words. there will be a significant increase, but the 
worst-case scenario will not come to pass. My est imate contradicts both the Iegalizers, 
who argue that there will be no, or an extremely modest, increase, .and the criminalizers, 
who argue that the increase will be monstrous, almost uncuntrollable. Here. I am a firm 
believer in relative deterrence: Yes. use is lower than would be the case without law en- 
forcement, but no, law enforcement does not and cannot eliminate or drastically reduce 
use. Some justification of my estimate i s  in order. 

Three different sets ufevidence can be used to address the question of the impact of le- 
galization on frequencies of use. The first is related to what we know about human nature 
generally. The brcond is related to the intrinsic nature of each drug, how it is used, and what 
its effects are. And the third is what is known about actual or concrete frequencies of usr 
under more, and less. restricrive conditions. 

Human Nature 
All predictions uf what is likely to happen under certain conditions are based on assump- 
tions abour human nature, or a theory of behavior. Legalizers and prohibitionists hold con- 
trasting assumptions about human nature. Let's look at each one. 

Legalizers see human nature as basicidly rational, sane, !ernperate, and wise. "Inform a 
tiormally intelligent group of people about the tangible hazards of using a particular substance 
and the vast majority of them will simply stop" (Gazzaniga, 1990, p. 39). That is, the w o n  
why drug abuse will not rise sharply under legalization is that most peuple are cautious and 
not w~lling to take risks; cince the use of the currently illegal drugs entails a certain LkeIihood 
of harm, it is extremely unlikely to be taken up by many people who are not currently already 
using them. In contrast, one of the reasons hat  prohibitiunisrs cite in support of their argu- 
nient is their assutnption-as we saw with Bennett's alrd Pollin's predictions-that many peo- 
ple are not nearly so rational and moderate in their behavior as the legalizers klieve. Mmy 
Americans will experiment with and use heroin arid cocaine, the prohibitionists believe; of 
this total, a substantial proportion will bccnrne compulrively involved with them to the point 
of abuse wd addiut~on. The reason this will happen, prohibitionists believe. i s  ha t  many of us 
are willing to take dangerous risks; they feel a subsht~tial number of us believe bad things 
happen to othzr people hut not to us, that we, somehow, aFe lucky enuugh to do risky things, 
ye! not get hurt. A In1 more people are reckless nsk takers than the legalizers think. the pro- 
hibitionists argue. In fact, they say, this i s  precisely the reason we have criminal laws outlaw- 
ing certain activities: By introducing !he risk of arrest, the 5lightly foolhardy will tx dissuaded 
From engaging in them, while c,nly a fairly small nurnkr of very foolhardy ~ u l s  will be will- 
ing to do so. 

In my view, the argumztlt between the criminalizers and the Iegalizers is misplaced. To 
put It another way. both sides art: partly right-and partly wrong. In fact, while most Amer- 
icans are not rixk t;lkers, this is irrelevant. The crucial issue is not the orienrar~on of most 
Americans, but the orientation of a minority. There ,ue enough hedonistic risk takers in this 
society who, under the right jocial and legal conditions, would be inclined to experiment 
with drugs and seriously disrupt the lives of the rest of us. In spite of the practical. hard- 
u-nrking, sober venter of most Americans, many of us are a great deal more sokr. tradi- 
tional, and orderly than we are willing to admit. There are many among us who want to drive 
fast cars. eet intoxicated on psychoactive drugs, engage in a variety of sexual adventures. 
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neglect out workaday and fanlily obligations, ear fattening foods withoutrestraint, dance un- 
til dawn, and commit a wide range of criminal acts, but n-ho are afraid of the cnnsequences- 
social, moneraq, and, for some of chess actiut~s. legal consqucnces. The removal of legal 
penalties outlawing one of them-getting intoxicared on drug~-would make it  more at- 
tractive to R ~~thstanrial number of Americans. My contention is that the threat of m e s l  and 
imprisonmellt is one of the mrchanisms that kmps  he wilder side of the muderate nsk I&- 

ers in check, while the small minority of extreme risk takers remain undeterred by any man- 
ner of nsk, legal or owrwiat.. 

But here's an extremely important point: The legalizers are correct in assuming ;hat 
most nf us are not true risk rakers. Most Americans ~ o u l d  not experiment with heroin or 
cocaine, and of those who do, most would not become unwisely and abusively involved 
with them. Thzre is almost no chance that, under legalirdtion, heroin or cocaine would ever 
become as populu as ~igarcttcs or  alcohol. The vast majority nf Americans would shun the 
recreational use of the currently iilegal drugs, and the tast majority of those who would use 
them will be temperate and moderate in their use. Comments one critic of the current pol- 
icy, "lW]hilecenain drugs can produce physical dependence, most individuals f i l l 1  nut wili- 
~ n g l y  take those drugs, even after experiencing their effects" (Gonzales. 1985. p. 105). Still. 
this i.r irrelevant. What is i m ~ o n ~ n t  is that tnore pmple would use the drugs under legal- 
~zatiun than is true today, and more would use compulsively and abus:vely. 

I do kliwe that niost ~ o p l e  do not want tu h a m  themselves. I believe that the evidence 
shows that, however inaccurately, people generally do calculare urlst and benefit bcforc cn- 
gaging in cenain actions. (Indeed, this is one of the reasons behind enacting and enforcing 
criminal laws.) But risk is not the came thing as hnrm: risk entails taking chances-it ii not 
a guarantee of being harmed. A c z ~ i n  proportion of motorcyclists refuse to wear helmets. 
for example. For most who take that risk, nor wearing the helmets w1l1 nuke no difference 
tu their lite or limb, because most will not gel i~uu  a reriuus accidcnt. Thc same applies to 
motfirists do not want tu wear a seat belt; for most of {hem, not wea-ing a seat belt is in fact 
not harmful. H a m  enttrs into the picture not in each and every case but in  tk overall pic- 
ture. Injury and fatality s ta t i s la  i ue  vzry clear about this: You 3st: more likely to be senvuslq 
injured and die if yoc do not wear a helmet or a seat k l t .  Some (not all, not even most) mo- 
torcyclists are hxmed bt3Caurt. they didn't &car d helmet; smnc niotorists arc h:jrmal he- 
cause they didn't wear a seat belt The law convinces a substantial proportion of 
~noton:yc!ist, and nioturists tv w r x  the protecrive devices; even more persuasive than a law 
by itself is a law with real penalties and vigorous enforcement. 

.Again, it  is simply irrelevant to argue thdt most "normally intelligent people" will give 
up an acrivity i T  itie) d -c  awal-c of thc "tangible hazards" of on actir ity I>T ~ u h c t s n r e  iGaz- 
zaniga, I440, p. 39). The fact is. the risk an activity entails is not always clear-ct~t, obvious, 
or irnmediately apparent. Indeed, the danger ~n question may never manifest i~self kcause. 
once again. :isk 1s a statistical, not an absuiute, affair. Most people are not harmed ii~ all by 
a grtnt many very risky actibities. The I w n  crucial ishues are, tirst, rhe absolute numbcr who 
are harrr~ad, nor the proportion, and, second, the t~urnher who are persuaded not to take 3 

given phy ~i;al r ~ s k  because of an cnlirely sepwnte risk-the likzlihood of arrest. In my 
view, ~f t h a ~  second rlsk were removed, a substantial number of people would engage i n  
harmful. abusive d n ~ g  taking. (Why do the leggalizers dmphaai~e rlw Jihsuasivc power of 
physical r ~ s k  but ignore the power of the threat of arrest and imprisonment?) Not a major- 
ity, nor cvcn remotely c!ose to Rrnnttrt's and Pollin's tens of millions of Americans, but a 
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" substantial number. Seeing the Atnerican population as far more risk taking than the legal- 
lzers do leads me to conclude that legalization will result in a significant rise in drug use 
and abuse. 

Using Drugs, Drug Effects 
A second piece of evidence relevant to the question of the lmpact a€ legalization on h g  
use bears on the effects of the drugs under consideration and the ways they are used. Al- 
though all drugs are by definition psychoactike. not all drugs are used i n  the same nay. Al- 
rhough al l  drugs are used for their pleasurable effects, the way that that pleasure is 
experienced and integra~d into the lives of users is far from identical for all drugs. Al- 
though all the psychoactive drugs possess a potential to generate a dependence in users,  hat 
potential varies enormously from hug to drug. 

The mechanics. logistics, and effects of each drug influence the degree to which it can 
be woven inlo eveqday acrivities. The effects of cigarettes. as they are currenlly used, are 
n~ildly stimulating. Most users can continue to puff cigarettes more or lcss throughout rhe I 

day without disrupljon, while working, studying, interacting, talking, driving a car, walk- 
ing about, and so on (Kaplan, 1988, p. 41 ,. Only (as it lurns oul. a growing) social disap- 

: 

proval cuts smokers off from nonsmokers; in other words, the intrinsic nature of the use of ! .  
the drug and its cffccis dv not precludc their intcgrntion into routine living. Although alcn- 
hijI is not quite so readily integrated into everyday life, in moderation, it is compatible with 
a wide range of pleasurable activities, it tastes good to most of us, it goes well with food, it 
:s typically a lubricator of sociability. Alcohol dws not usually isolate drinkers from non- 
drinkers cxccpt at the paint of heavy consun~ption. Clnii ke many drugs, rhe effects of alco- 
hol are linear: One does not have to be intoxicated to enjoy i ts effects. One can enjoy the 
m ~ l d  effects of alcohol, whereas for kame drups (heroin, for instance), achieving only suh- 
euphoric effects are more likely to be experien>zd as frustrating than enjoyable. Masti f  the 
currently illegal drugs are taken specifically to get high; this is typically an all-or-nothing 
prnpusition. 

As a hypothesis it may he stated that the more readily a given fornl of drug ue can be 
adapted to everyday life, other things being equal, the more popular it is likely to be. Con- 
trarily, the more disrupiive its use is, the lesq prential i t  has for widehpread popularity. I n  
contrast to c~garettes and, to a lesser extent, alcohol, heroin, crack cucdne, and especially 
psychedelicr; such as LSD, are highly disruptive drugs; their effects jolt the user out of rou- 
tine acdvities and away from sociability with others, particularly nonusers. U ~ i n g  these 
drugs requires a much greater commitment to use and a much greater willing~uss to sus- 
pend whatever else one may wish to do, at least for a time. We can piace marijuana and pow- 
dered c'ocatae midway along a continuum between cigarettes ar one end and heroin, crack, 
and LSD at the other. Smoking marijuana and snortlng or taking powdered cwaine in- 
tranasally are moderately disruptivt, are usually confined to periods when the focus is more 
ur less on gzttiog high a d  enj~yingoneself. Agarn, teu' users seek ir mildly plensuiablz 5rn- 

sation; most wish to become high or intoxicated. Hence, the use of these drugs will create 
an interactional banier between the user and the nonusers-and often among users them- 
selves. Thus. with respect to the connection between the way these dmgs are used and their 
eftkcts, tobcco 1s least disruptive to everyday lice and requircs the least cammitmrnt to use, 
while heroin, crack cocaine, and LSD stand a1 the opposite end of the continuum, they are 
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highly disruptive and require a yrenl deal of commitment to use regularly and frequently. 
Hence. lrgalizers predict, under legdization, heroin, cucaint. especially crack, and LSD 
artd the other psychedelics could never attain the popularity of the currently legal drugs. 
Gwen {he disruptive narutt of heroin. crack cocaine, and LSD, it is almost inconceivable 
that they would be taken up on an abusive scale by more than a small fraction of users, even 
if they were to be legalizzd. Their use would remain marginalized arid indulged in by a very 
small minority (Nadelmann, 1989, p. 945). 

On the olher hand, there is the issue of how reinforcing the h u g s  in ques~ion are, a Fac- 
rot- which Bennett and Pollin stress in their predictions of use patterns after legalization. We 
reviewed sume of the research on this issue in Chapter 2. With respect to drugs, reinforcemenr 
refers, roughly. to how enjoyable a substance is, it$ capacity to deliver rn orgasmlike jolt or 
"rush" of unmdified, undili~ted. ~insocialized pleasure. Reinforcement refers to the reward 
an organism achieves upon taking the drug and the commitment it has to conlinue taking it. 
To put the matter in more f o d  tzrms. the more reinforcing a drug, the harder an ogar~ism 
will work to co~itinue lakirlg i t .  The reinforcing potential of drugs can he determined even 
among nonhurnarr organisms; rats, mice, and monkeys tind zocaine (and, to r! lesser degree, 
heroin and amphetamine) immensely pleasurable; they will press a bar hundreds of times in 
order to receive a single dose of the drug. In d laboratory situation. thcy will take i t  as much 
as they can and will even risk their lives to do so. They will take cocaine in preference to food 
and water, and will even MI themselws, szlf-administering cocaine. Moreover, if they have 
taken cwaine over a period of time, and the drug is suddenly discontinued, they will cun~ir~ut: 
doing rr hateter they did pteviously that rewarded them with doses of cocaine, but now gu un- 
rewarded, for a longer ~,ri,rird of time than for an) other drug, including heroin [Eckholm, 
1986; Bozarth mrl U?se, 1985; Jchanson, 1'284; Clcluet, Asghar, and Brown, 1988). Psychol- 
ogists rsgard whatever produces such slow-to-extinguish. previously rewarded behavior as 
extrer~~rly t-ei~iforcing. in h i s  respect, then, cccainc \rands at the top of all widely used psy- 
choactive drugs. Most pharmacologists and psychologists now argue that psychological rein- 
fmemnt is the key to dependence, not physical de~ndence.  Drugs that are highly pleasurable 
in a direct, imnedrdte, sensual way are ti~irsl likely to prmlucc addict like behavior in ucrrs. 

whether ur not t'rese dmgs produce a literal, physical addiction, that is, withdrawal symptoms 
(Ray and Ksir, 2002, chap. 6). In this respect, then, among all widely used psychoactive drugs. 
cocaine pussesseh the greatest plentiai for producing dependence. 

At the satne time, we must be skeptical of any automatic extrapolations from lahora- 
tory experirnen~c, whether its suhects lire humans or animals, to real life. Wilbanks ( 1992) 
warns us against the "monkey nlodel" of addiction-the f;lllacy of thinking thal what mun- 
keys in cages do with ci:ugs automatically tells us everything we want to know ahuut u hat 
t ~u~uans  will do on the street. After all, animals (10 not like the effects of alcithol or tubacco: 
il is difficult 10 induce them to take rhrae drugs, use thern, or hecome dependent on them. 
Yer we know that  hey He extremely widely used-and abused4rugs  among humans in 
thc~r  rulurrll hr!bitar. 

Still, labontory experiments cannot he dismissed out ~f hand. They rew.ind us of the po- 
 ent ti ill for dependence ihL~{ specific drugs pob.cess. And cocaine pDSSeSSeS that potcntial in 
greatest itbundance: It is most reinforcing, immediately pleasumble, appealing, scnwal, and 
seducljvz. Remen~her, this is only one factor out of it rangr of factors that influences use. By 
itself. i t  dnes not dictate the popularity of drugs. But knowing this one fact about cocaine 
should make Bennett's md Pollin's predictions understanuable. I think they are wrong in the 
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magnitud~ of their predictions, but it is not difficult to see  how they came up with them. Again, 
r e g , ~ l e s s  of the exact size of the predicted increase, other things being equal, he pharmaco- 
logical properties of cocaine (and. to a much lesser extent, heroin) shou Id lead anyone to pre- 
dict an increase in we. There is. in other words, sufficient ground for genuine concern when 
it comes to sharply reducing the cost and increasing the availability of cocaine, given its in- 
trinsically pleasure-inducing and reinforcing property. A great deal of contrary evidence 
wouId have to be marshaled to convince evidence-minded observers that cocaine abuse would 
tlat rise sharply under legalization-and, as yet, no such evidence has been forthcoming. In 
the absence of such evidence, most of us will have to remain convinced that, in the words of 
John Kaplan (1988, p. 33), any policy of legdization "ignores basic phmacology." 

Frequencies of Use 
What direct evidence do we have that bears on the impact of Iegalization on drug use? Con- 
trarily. what evidence kars  on the impact nf the criminalitation of drugs and enforcement 
of the drug laws on use? Does drug uselabuse rise when drugs are legalized and fall when 
they are crirninalized? Or, as the legalizers assume, does law enforcement have linle or no 
impact on the incidence and volume of use? What circumstances make drugs more, or less, 
available? Are there a variety of controls that influence use, and not merely legal ones? 
W h d  does the use picture under nonlegal controls re11 us about the impact of Iegoi controls? 

We already know that national alcohol prohibition in the United States (1 92s1933) did 
discourage use: Fewer Americans drank and fewer contracted cirrhosis of the liver during 
Prohibition than before and afterward. (Prohibition bmught about a number of other 
changes, as we saw, but they are separate from the issue of volume of alcohol consumption.) 
We also know that the panid decriminalization of small quantities of marijuana in 12 U.S. 
state5 has not resulted in a significant increase in the use of this drug {Cuskey. Berger, and 
Richardson, 1978; SingIe, 1981). It is entirely possible that marijuana is  a case apart from 
cocaine and heroin. At any rate, cocaine and heroin are the drugs most Americans fear and 
worry about the most. A number of observers have endorsed the legalization of marijuana 
and yet oppose the legalization of hard drugs such as heroin andlor cocaine (bplan, 1970. 
1983; Kleiman, 1992b). And the Dutch policy (often mistakenly referred to a "legaliza- 
tion") is based on making a sharp distinzrion between soft drugs such as marijuana and 
hashish ar~d hard drugs such as cocaine and heroin (leuw and Marshdill, 1994; Jmscn, 199 1 ; 
Beers, 1991). Hence, the case for or against hcroin and/or cwaine legalization will have to 
be made separately from the ca3e for or against the legalizntion of marijuana. 

Several pieces of evidence suggest (but do not definitively demonstrate, that when rhe 
~~vuilabilifi of' certain drugs increases, iheir use increases as well. I t  has been something of 
a cliche among legalizers that cnrninalizativn doesn't work. Look iuound you, l hey say. Go 
to cenain neighborhoods and you will see drugs openly sold on the street, Drugs are get- 
ling into the hands of addicts and abusers right now. Hclw could the situation be any worse 
under legalization? Those who want to use are already using: selling drugs to addicts, 
abusers, and users legally would not change anything, they say. 

The fallacy of this linz of reasoning is that, currently, under our punhive policy. ad- 
dicts dnd abusers are n o t  using as much as they would like. Under almost any proposed le- 
galization plan, the currently illegal drugs would be more available: if  that were so, [hey 
would use a great deal more cocaine and heroin than they 110 now. The fact that we can 
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look around fin tbc streets of the country's largest ci t ie~ and see drug szlling taking place 
means next to nothing. 

The Hassle Factor 
The fxt is, there is ihe "hassle factof' to consider. Addicts are pulled into use by the fact 
that rhey enjoy gellirlg high, but thcy are pushed away from use hy the fact that they have 
to commit crime ro do so. Street crime is difficult. risky. and dangerous; use i s  held duwn 
by that fact. if drugs were less of a hassle to obtain, the majority of addicts and abusers 
would use ii more. The vast majority of heroin and cwiiine abusers want to gct high, are 

forced to commit a grear deal of crime to do so, and are not getting high as oiten as they 
want because their ifrugs of choice are too expensive. and the crimes they commit are too 
~nuch of a hassle for them to use as nluch as they want. Mark Moore ( 1973, 1976) refers to 
this as the "search time" for illegal drugs; says Moore. as search time goes up, demand de- 
creases. Careful ethnographic and interview studies of street addicts and abusers have 
shown that getting high-not mere maintenance-is their prime rnotl~ration. Most are not 
technically addicted, their day-to-day use varies enormously, and most woulil use much 
more frzqueody if they could r Johnson et al.. 1985: McAuliffe and Gordon. 1973'). 

In this sense, then, the drug laws and their enforcernent have cut down on the volume 
of drug use among a substantial proportion-very possibly a majority--of our heaviest 
users and abusers. Again, the distinction betwee11 relative and absblute deterrence comes 

into play here: these addicts and abusers use a substantial quantity of illegal drugs, but a 
great deal less than they would if these drugs were legal or freely available to them. 

Rengert (19961 argues that drug use is extremely elastic, depending (among utl~er 
things) on supply. And if supply is ineffective or inefficient In reaching its ultimate cus- 
tomer. if a given pr~xluct or service is inconvenient or risky or dangerous to obtain, use will 
decline. Customers have to be willing to put up with a threshold Ievd of hassle to get what 
they want; beyond that threshold, they give up. If i~ is too much trouble to obtain a drug. the 
r1ulnbt.r of uscrs taking it will declit~e. Some dnlg market< are easier for Law enforcement 
to disrupt. If a chain of drug supply from grower to user i s  comprised entirely of intimates, 
under most circumstances, law enforczment cannor (and, under most circumstances, should 
ni,t) attempt 10 infiltrate it  to crack J u w ~ l  or) its distribution. On the other hand, mast nthcr 
tnatkets are made cip of more pubIic exchanges, and exchanges among donimimates, and 
can be disrupted far more easily. When illicit drug exchanges are public, blatant, and lo- 
cated it1 fixed neighborhoods, they tend to attract customers whu are strangerr, ; i ~ ~ d  il vari- 

ety of police tactics will be effective in convincing those customers to give up their effort 
r i l  purch;~ce the product they seek. Same of lhese tactics including blocking off or rerout- 
ing streets, arresting customers, targeting cuqtorners who come to a given community from 
other s e a s ,  c.unfiscar~ng their cars, ernbam~ssing uusto mers for whom arresi represents a 
suhsrantial cmburrassment. and so on. T.aw ~nforcement controls maior aspects of the has- 
ste factor, and drug use is most decidedly elastic with reswt to hassle. 

Cost 
We've already seen in the last chapter, based on the extensive summary of the literature by 
MacCr)un and Reuter (200 1 ) thilt drug use is at least mclderateIy eIasric, that :he highzr the 
cost. the lower the use of drugs, both licit and illicit. This equation works better w i ~ h  non- 
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I 
addicting drugs such as marijuana and less well with addicting drugs such as heroin and to- I 

bacco, but the evidence on the strong relationship between cost and use is robust and in- 
controvertible. And it is prohibition that keeps the cost of illicit drugs high. In the absence 1 
of prohibition, heroin and cccaine are as cheap as aspirin to manufacture, and under any 
conceivable or proposed Legalization plm. they would be vastly less expensive than they are 
now. In fact. it is their very cost under prohibition that the Iegalizers criticize; in proposing 
to make them cheaper, without redizing it, they are intimating that their use should corre- I 

I 
spondingly increase, and significantly. 

Goldstein and Kalant (1990) base their opposition to legalization on the observation 
that use is directly related to availability, and availability can be influenced by a variety of 
con@ols. including crirninalization and cost. Under any and dl legalization plans, the cur- 
rently illegal drugs would be sold or dispensed at a fraction of their present price. Indeed, 
that is the advantage of this plan, say its supporters, because the high cost of drugs leads to 

5 

crinle which, in turn, leads to a panoply of social harms, costs, and problems. 
But Goldstein and Kalant argue exactly the opposite: The high cost of the illegal drugs 

is specifically what keeps their use down. If drugs were to be sold or dispensed at low 
prices, use would almost inevitably rise-in all likelihood, dramaticdIy. This relationship 
is demonsuated, they say, with a variety of drugs in a variety of settings. For instance, as 1 
measured by constant dollars, cost and the per capita consumption of alcohol-and the rate 
of cirrhosis of the liver-were almost perfectly correlated in a negative fashion in the Cana- 

.Ji 
I 

dian province of Ontario between 1928 and 1974: During periods when the price of alco- 
hol was low, the use of alcohol was relatively high; when the price of alcohol was high, use 
was relatively low. Price and use were mirror reflections of one another. ' j 

In addition, observe Goldstein and Kalant, the purchase of cigarette< and therefore 
smoking varies directly and negatively with the level of taxation on cigarette.;: The higher 
the taxes on cigarettes, the lower their sales. ''These data suggest that anything making 
drugs less expensive, such as Iegd sale at lower prices, would result in substantial increases 
in use and in the harmful consequences of heavy use" (p. 15 15). I 

There are two additional pieces of evidence bearing on the relationship between the 
availability of psychoactive drugs and their use: first, the immense rise in the use of and ad- 
diction to narcotics among servicemen stationed in Vietnam, and heir sharp decline upon 
their return to the United States, and second. the higher rates of certain types of psychoac- 
tlve drug use among physicians and other health workers who have greater access to drugs 
than is true of the pc~pulation a s  a whole. 

Robins (1  973) reports that almost half of a sample of U.S. military servicemen sen7- 
ing in Vietnam in the 1970s had tried one or more narcotic drugs lopiurn, heroin, and/or 
morphine), and 20 percent were addicted to opiates. Prior l o  their arrival in Vietnam, 
however, only a small fraction had ever been addicted, and after their rerurn to the 
United States. use and addiction fell back to their pre-Vietnam levels. (This study cross- 
checked self-reports on  drug use with urine tests; hence, we can have a high degree of 
confidence in the answers on use and addiction.) This study's findings are significant for 
at least two reasons. 

First, the fact that the vast majority of addicted returning veterans discontinued their de- 
pendence on and use of narcotics on their own, without going through a formal therapeutic 
program. has major impljcations for the study of drug treatment. Second, and more centrai 
for our purpcises, the fact that use and addiction increased massively in Vietnam where drugs 
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were freely available (although technically illegal), and returned to rhrir prrvwuh, extremely 
low levels when these veterans returned to the United States, gives us a glimpse of whiii ma) 
happen under Iegaliza~iur~. The fact that 95 percent of those who became. addicred in Viet- 
nam had not been addicted in the United Statec. and similar 95 percent who kcame ad- 
dicted there ceased their addiction when they returned to Cram Vietnam, tells us that there 
must have been 5ornething about the cdndilioas that prevailed i l l  Vietnam that encouraged 
use and addiction, as well as something about those that prevailed in the LTnited States thar 
discouraged them. Suine- obseriers have arcributed rhe high Irvelb of drug ilbitsc :hat pre- 
vailed inVietnam to the combat stress that these servicemen experienced (Gazzaniga, 1990:;, 
but i t  is  unlikcly that this is  the whole explanation. I t  seems almost incontestable that th 
greater availability of drugs in Vietnam induced an enormous number of servicemen ru u e  
and become addicted to narcotics who otherwise would no[ have become involved. Their low 
level of narcotic addiction in the Unitrd Stares, both before and after their Vietnam slrpen- 
ence, was influenced by the fact that opiates are illegal here. 

Three aspect5 d phys~cian drug use are sigoiiicar~tly highsr than i s  tnle for the popula- 
tion a t  large. First, as a number of studies have shown. recreational drug use among medical 
studer~ts vtd yclungcr physicians is strikingly higher than among their age peers in the gen- 
eral population. This suggests that availability is related to the likelihood of use. I n  one study, 
77 percent of tnzdiwl students had at least one recreational experience with at least one i l -  
legal psychoac~ive drug (hlcAuliffe er a!.. 1986). In cnmparison, for 18- ro 25-ye&-ulds i tr  

the general population at roughly the same time, the figure was 55 percent, and for 26- to 31- 
year-vlds. it was 62 perceni. For uwil~rtc, t l ~  cotl-rpnrublz tigures ucre 39 percent for meil- 
leal stucents and, in the general population, 18 prrcent for 18- to 25-year-olds and 16 
lxrccnt fur 26- t o  34-year-old3 (Nfn.4. 199L. pp. 25, 3 1 ) .  

Second, rates of self-medication among physicians are strikingly higher Ihan is trur 
among the gentrat populi~tion. In thd study of physician dmg use cited above, four out ol 
[en physicians (42%) said that they had treated thenselvrs w i ~ h  u r ~  vr I lwt-e pli>choacti>e 
drugs one or more times, and 7 percent said that they had done so on 60 or more occasions. 
me- lhird nf n~edical h~udcnts had donc su wce %)r rnclre, imd 5 prt.znr had done s o  on t j i  
or more occasiims (McAuliffe st al. 1986, p. 807). This represents an extrnordinaril y high 
r;jte nf self-mediicat iun with psyclii)ir: tive drugs. 

And third, the proportion d physicians reporting drug dependei~ce is extraordinaril) 
high: 3 percent of physicians and 5 pzrcent of medical studcnts said that they were current\!, 
ciepend~nt on a psyuhoact~ve drug (IklcAuliffc fis! ill , 198(~. p. BCW), tar higher 111an t o r  ihr 
pc'puliition as a whole. Other surveys have produced similar results (McAuliffe rt al., 1984 
Eps!riii and Eubi~nk.;. 1984; Sethi and M:~nch;~niia, 1980). Whereas uccup~rtiona; strrhs ha! 
often heen cited as the culprit that causes high levels of physicinn drug use, abuse, and de- 
pcndence- [Stout-Wieyand and Trent, 1981 ), as it had been w ~ t h  the Vietrlam situattnn, it i?  
difticult to deny that avaihbility plays a .;~ibstantial role. 

Continuance Rates 
A s  we saw earlier. legal drugs rend to have high continuance rate;, while illegal d r u y  ten( 
to Ilave far Iowcr continuiince rates. That is, out ot eveqone who has wrr tnhrn a givct 
drug, the prupr~rrion who continue to use ~t (let's say. they used i r  once w nlui-e in  the ?:u. 

month) tends to be fuirly I~ igh  for thc icgul drugs and Fairly low for the illeenl drug.;. 
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As we have seen, nearly six out of ten nf all at least one-time drinkers consumed alco- 
hol during !he previous month (59%); for tobacco, the comparable figure is one-hird 
(37%). In contrast, for marijuana, the continuance rate is only 15 percent, and for ]nost of 
the orher illegal drugs, cor~siderably less than one at least one-time user in ten used in the 
past month; for PCP and LSD, the figure is 1 and 1.5 percent, respectively. The same rela- 
tionship holds in Amsterdam, where marijuana (but not the hard drugs) h de facto decrim- 
inalized, and users and small-time dealers of the hard drugs are rarely arreljted. There, 
alcohol's continuance rate is 80 percent, tobacco's is 63 percent, marijuana's is 21 percent, 
that of most prescription drugs falls somewhere in between lohacco's and marijuana's rates, 
and that of the illicit, crimindized drugs is under I O percent (Sandwijk, Cohen, and Mus- 
terd, 1991, pp. 20-21). 

The fact is, although many factors influence a drug's continuance rate, other things be- 
ing equal, if a drug is legal, users tend to stick with it longer; if it is illegal, they tend to use 
it less frequerltly and more sporadically, and they are more likely to give up using it alto- 
gether. Clearly, then, it is simply not true that, under criminaljzation, illegal drugs are as 
freely available as the legal drugs. Criminalizarion makes drugs inore difficull lo obtain and 
use on an ongoing basis: for many would-be regular users, the hassle factor t d e s  use sim. 
ply not worth it. 

PROGRESSIVE LEGALIZERS VERSUS PROGRESSIVE PROHIBITIONISTS 
The debate between advocates of drug legalization and advocates of prohibition might seem 
lo be where we ought to direct our attention. But, in fact, the debatz between the advocates 
of two positions that share a great deal in common yet stand on opposite sides of the "great 
divide" may yield proposals that will prove to be workable a decade or two down the road. 
In fact, precisely this debate is taking place in most of the countries of Western Europe right 
now. The majorily of Western European countries have adopted or are moving toward 
adopting some form of a harm reductionist policy. The d e b ~ e  taking place there is between 
the progressive legalizers and the progressive prohibitionists. Politically, the tern1 "pro- 
gressive" refers to on ideology that seeks to achieve equalitarian and humanistic goals. one 
that favors reform instead of returning to traditional, authoritarian values. In the sphere of 
drug legirlation, progressives seek a solution to the drus problem by acknowledging that 
punishing the drug offender may have h m f u l ,  unintended consequences and, consc- 
quently, the drug laws and their enforcement arr very much in need of a drastic overhaul. 
Though they have the same goals in mind, the lzgal solutions proposed by progressive le- 
galizer~ and progressive proh~bitionists are somewhat differelit. 

Progressive Legalizers 
Prc~gressive legalizers are generalists; they hold n definition of drugs that ia  based Pn their 
psychoactive quality, not their legality. In fact, legalizers wish to dismantle or at least radi- 
cally restructure thr legal-illegal distinction. Unlike the free-maket libertarian, the pro- 
gressive lepalizer daes believe in state cvntrol of the dispensation of psychoactive 
substanceh. Unlike the radicai const,ructionist. the progressive legalizcr argues that the drug 
laws are rhz problem. Matters of reforming the economy, the political system, and redis- 
tributing society's resources are important in themselves, but the reform of drug pol icy, too, 
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ir a cnicial issue in its own right. Progressive legalizers are more concerned with what to 
do ahuur dl ugs than aboi~t reformi~lating the palirical and ecooumic. sqstern generalIy. They 
think that there are many rhjngs seriously wrong with the present sysrem. but that the law< 
PI uhibiting drugs represent one of them: they wish to reform them, so there will be less p;jin 
and suffering ia the world (NadeImxn, 1938, 1989, 1992. 1995). 

How does tht prtyrtssiee formulate or frame the drug legalization issue? What is the 
natur? of the drug problem, atid what is the solution? For the most part, progressive legal~z- 
ere w c  the drug problen~ as a humnrr rights issu~. M1h:rt they are talking about  hen they dis- 
cuss dnig reforms ix  treating drug addiction 3s a health problem, much like ~ ~ h i z o p l m r ~ i a u r  
alcoholism-not as a crime or law enforcement problem. Above all, society should, i n  Ethan 
Nadslmann's words, "stop demonizing illictt drug users:" "they are vilixe~zns and human be- 
ings:' Criminalizing the possession and use of the currenrly illegal drugs is unjust, oppres- 
sive, and inhumane; it has nu moral justification. It leprcsenw a k ~ n d  of w~tch hunt, and i t  

penalizes the unfortunare. Innumerable young lhes are being ruinrd by in~prisonment for 
what are essent~ally victimless cri~tles. It is the suffcnng of the drug user that i c  foremost on 
the progressive legalizer's mind in dzrnanding the rzforni of Jmg policy. Says Nadelmiultl. 
ihe progressivr lgali~zr s' forcmost and most well-known s p k e s ~ r s o n :  "Harm reduction 
mems leaving casual drug users alone and tredling addicts like they're still human kings" 
( 1995, p. '8). "My strongest argument for legalizaticin." he adds, "is a moral one Enforce- 
ment of drug l a w  niakes a mockery of an cssenrial principle of a free society-that those 
who do no harm to nthcrs should not be harmed by others, particularly by the stdte.'' Adds 
Nadelmann, "to nw. [this] i!. :he greatest w i e t a l  cost uf tpur current drug prohibition sys- 
trm" (199nl. 

A ke) to progressive legalizer thinking is the belief that drug use 1s a sphere of beha\ - 
lor thar is influenced by tnuch the same rules of human anrure as any other activity. They 
helieve that d r u ~  users x e  no more irrational or self-destructive than are participants in such 
routine-and tar less legally controlled-activities as skiing, boating, eating, drinkitlg. 
walking, ralking, and so on. I'here is. in orher ~vul-ds, no spccial or unique power in psy- 
choactive drugs that makes i t  necessar?, fur the society to erect laws to control and penalize 
the~r use. Why do we pnaI iz t :  peoplt: who usc drugs and hum nq one ( ~ r h a p \  not even 
themcelves), hut leave the stamp-collecting. chess-playing. and television-watching addict 
u~~toucherl'? I1 1s a philosophical tenet of progressive legnlizers thdt it is uniust ro pendlize 
{me activ~ry in wb~c h thc participant h m s  no one while, at the same time, other, no! sig- 
~~iiiciintly safer. ac~ivitie!: are left I~giilly uncontrolied. The assumption that drugs possess 
uniquely ens1ai:ing and uniquely damaging qualitier is not unly cridcly held in American 
wciety, i t  rs  :rlw sharply ch;tllengxI by the progressive legilizer. No speci;ll or uniquely 
negnt ive qualities means that there are no extraordinarily compelling reasons why drugs 
\hnuld he singled out tu be crim~nalized or prohibired. Most drug 9set.s are every bit as ril- 
tional as. let's MY. chess playrrs; wciety h3s n0 Inore cause to penalize the fcrrnler i'u~. iheil. 
pursuits ikan the latter 11988. 19X9). 

Another point. Pro~ressive IegaI~zen clalrii tcl be uzriou!. 111 cor~sidcrin~ d cost-bcnefit 
analycis. bur insist that other5 who alsn makc Illat claim 1e;ve oul at lcast one crucial ele- 
lnerlt in thic; equation: pleasure. Few orher perspectibrs ltlar wcigh losscs and gair~s are w ~ i l -  
in: tu counl the psychoac~ive effecrs tba! users seek-and zttain-when they get high as ,I 

benetit. But why don't they? S1lrt.r bias. thc progressive legalizer woulrl $:by. Most people 
take drugs becausl: t k y  enjay thrlr effects: thi% rnust be counted ~3 a benefit to the society. 
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If we are serious about counting posjtives and negatives, why ignore the most central pos- !' 

itive of all-the enjoyment of drug taking? It is what motivates users, and it must be counted iJ 
as a plus. Clearly, such a consideration would outrage cultural conservatives, who see he- 
donism and the pursuit of ecstasy as signs of decay and degeneracy-part of whar's wrong 
with this country. !I 

The position of progressive legalizers can best be appreciated by a contrast with that of 
the progressjve prohibitionists, a position we'll examine in the next section. Advocates of 1 .  
both positions urge reforms in the drug laws, both are. or claim to be, concerned with h a m  
reduction. both attempt to weigh cost and benefit carefully and empirically in any evalua- 
tion of drug policy, and both believe that users of the illegal drugs are treated too harshly, 
and that the legal drugs are too readily available. But the differences between these two po- 
sitions are as important as their similarities. 

There are three major md profound differences between the progressive legalizers and 
the progressive prohibitionists (Nadelmann, 1992, pp. 89-94). First, in their evaluation of 
cost and benefit, progressive legalizers weigh the moral values of individual l ikrty,  privacy, 
and tolerance of the addict very heavily, while the progressive prohibitionist to some degree i 
secs these values aside and emphasizes concrete, material values-specifically, public I 
health-much more heavily. ! 

Second, in considering the impact of legalization-more specifically, whether it will I 
increase use or not-progressive legalizers are optimists (they believe that use will not in- ! 

crease significantly), while progressive prohibitionists are pessimists (they believe that use 
will increase, possibiy even dramatically). Even if use does increase. the progressive legal- 
izers say, legalization is likely to result in the increased use of less harmful drugs and the 
decreased use of more harmful substances. 

And third, legalizers believe that most of the harms from the use of the currently ille- 
gal drugs stems From crirninalization, while the progressive prohjhitionists believe that such 
harms art: Inore a product of use per se than of the criminaliration of those drugs. H m  
from contaminated drugs, the grip of organized crime, the crime and violence that infects 
the drug scene. AIDS, medical maladies from addiction are all secondary, not primary ef- 
fects of drugs. And all will decline or disappear under legalization: Progressive prohibi- 
tionists are skeptical. 

With a very few exceptions, progressive legalizers have not spent a great deal of time 
or space spelling out what their particular form of legalizati~n would iook like. Still, they 
do no\ mean by legalizdtion what free-market libemrims mean by decriminaliza~ion, nor, 
indeed, what their critics mean by legalization. "When we talk about legalization, we don't 
mean selling crack in candy stores," says Nadelmann (SchiHinger, 1995, p. 21). Many pro- 
gressive legalizers point to harm reduction strategies that seclrl (to some observers) to have 
worked in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. A11 support steps in that 
direction: legalize or decriminalize marijuana, increase methadone maintenance programs, 
reschedule many Schedule I drugs (such as LSD. Ecstasy, and hzroin) that may have ther- 
apeutic utility, stop mesting addicts, get them into treatment programs, and so on. How- 
ever. they see these as on1 y stopgap or transitional steps. If not the supermarket model, then 
what would full legalization look like'? Nadelmann suggests that the mail order model might 
work sell drugs in limited quantities through the mail (Nadelmann. 1992, pp. 1 1 1 - 1 13). 
While not the ideal solution, it is the best compromise "between indiv~dual rights and com- 
mutlitarian interests." 11 must be noted that, while all progre5sive legalizers err~phasize the 
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unantic~pated consequence< c)f prohibilion, thcy d o  not cpend n-luch t i~ne or spare cornid- 
ering the possible unanticipated consequence5 that legalization might have. 

Progressive Prohibitionists 
Progress~vt prohibitionists (Kleiman, lY92b; Kaplan, 1983, 1988; Currie, 1993; Zirnring 
and Hawkins, 1942) urge many of the same reforms for which progreulve legaliters argue; 
most o f  them, iar Instance, would bupport most of the following: needle exchange, condom 
distribution. an expansion of methadone maintemnce. no incarceration of the addict, 
rescheduling of many Schedule I drugs, a consideration of legalization or decriminalization 
of marijuana, higher taxes and more con~rols on alcohol and tohxco. The pmgrejsive pro- 
hib~tionists draw the line, however. m the legal, ovcr-the -counter or  even mail-order F A I ~  of 

drugs such as heroin, cocaine. and amphetamine. 
Progressive prohibitionists art not as distressed by the rnoral incongruity of criminal- 

izing the possession and sale of pclwerful psycho;ictive agents arid kgally tolerating 3ub- 
stances or activities that also cause harm. Once again, to demarcate their position from that 
nf the legalizers, they say, to some degree, there is a special and unique yuaiity In cettaio 
drugs that compels some users of them ro become abusers. Not a majority of the s ~ i e t y ,  
they say. but a suffic~ently 4izable minority to warrat concern Car the public health of the 
L-ollcctivc as a whole. In fzt, to qrrp hack and look at their political, ideological, and moral 
position more generally, progresswe pri)hibitionists are far more coawtuntwriun rhan Ltdi- 
viduilli.~tic. While the touchstone of the progressive legalizer is the rights of the indiv~dual, 
tor the progressive prohibitio~iist, ihe guiding principle is the lledth of the community. 'The 
individual, they would say, does not have the right to harm the sociztl: certain rights have 
to be curbed for ihe g o d  of the soc~ety as it whole. I f  injured, the ~ndividual has to be cared 
for by the community; fool~hh acts engaged in by the irldividual arc purchased at the price 
of a wry substan~ial cost ro the rest of us. The individual does nut have the Legal or moral 
righr to ignore the seat belt laws, the helmet laws, or  rules and regulations against permit- 
ting him or her to he p l e ~ r d  in extreme danger--ur any other laws, rules, or rzgulat~r~ns rt~at 

attempt to protect individuals from harming themselves. Any humane rociety must balance 
freedom against harm. : ~ n d  in this equation. qititc: o h n ,  cefiain freedoms must be currailrd. 
In short, compared with progressive legalizers, progressive prohibitionists are much more 
concerned with il putenlial gain in public health than with the rnoral i w e  of  what human 
rights are, suppuhedly dbridged. For instance, coercing addicts anr l drug abusers into drug 
rehabilitation programs by arresting them and giving [her11 u choice between imprisonment 
and rreatrnrnt is not a mural problem for the prngrzssive prrlhibitionist. whereas it is for the 
progrr~sivr legrrl~zer. 

It is altnc~st in the very niiture of the progressive prohibitionid's argumrnt that there i s  
an assumption of grmter use under any possihle IrgaIization plan. (Marijuana rrlay very 
well represent an exception.) This position sees the Amerrcan population-01 a S Z ~ ~ I I C I I ~  vf 
it, at ally mte-:IS being vulnerable to the rernptarion of harm t'ul psyctlo;ic!~~e drugs. Pro- 
gressive prohihirinnists are pessimisu when it comes to contemplating the extent of use un-  
der Icgali2:1tion. They nor necessarilj see the dire and cawstrophic wurst case scenario 

predicted by the cultural conservatives, fer instatlce, the tens of rnl1;ions of new cocaine and 
hrnjin addicts and abuscis predicted by Wil l i i~t~~ Rennet1 under Irgdlizdtion. But many pro- 
grecsi\e prohibitionists do see a doubling. tripling. or even quadrupling of hard drug abuse 
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in the United Sutes  as an entirely possible outcome of many of the currently proposed le- 
galization schemes. And they kind that unacceptable. Most Americans will resist the temp- 
tations and blandishments of these seductive, dependency-producing substances. But 
focusing on the potential behavior of "most" Americans is a distraction and an irrelevancy. 
What counts is whether the small minority who use destructively is likely to grow. Most 
distressing is that the volume of drug abuse of cumnt addicts and abusers is likely to in- 
crease. and along with it, the harm that flows from it. 

And last, the progressive prohibitionist sees more direct harm from use of the hard 
drugs, such as cocaine, amphetamine. and heroin, than the progressive legalizer sees. There 
are, they say, some secondary harms and complications caused mainly by the legal status 
of these drugs: certainly HIViAIDS ranks high among them. But most of these secondary 
or indirect harms can be attacked through modifications of the current system that fall far 
short of outright legaljzafiun. Certainly needle txchange and condom distribution programs 
would go a long way in combating the problem of HIV contamination. The fact is, cocaine 
and heroin are a great deal more harmful than the legalizers claim, say the prohibitionists. 
H a m  has been kept low by the very fact of the drug laws, because far fewer people use cur- 
rently than would be the case under legalization. Alcohol and tobacco kill many Americans 
in part because their use is, intrinsically harmful (at least, given the way we use them) and 
i n  part because they are widely used. Cocaine and heroin-onsidering the many possible 
ways that drugs can be harmful-are also intrinsically harmful drugs. (Although they are 
harmful in very different respects.) And they are taken, recklessly, by segments of the pop- 
ulation who are far more likely to take extreme risks with their healrh than the rest of us. If 
they were to be used as widely and as commonly as alcohol and tobacco are used today- 
not a real possibility-rnany, users would die as a result of  their use. DO as many die as a 
result of using legal drugs? Possibly. The number is in the same ballpark in any case. It is 
foolish and unrealistic, the progressive legalizer says, to imagine that these illegal drugs are 
harmful today entirely or even mainly simply because they are illegal. While the progres- 
sive legalizer stresses the secondary harms and dangers of the illegal drugs, the progressive 
prohibitionist stresses their primary h a r m  and dangefi. 

Again, while the more progressive prohibitionists and the more moderate or p r o p s -  
hive legalizers share many items in their drug policy agenda, they differ on these three ma- 
jor issues: ( 1 )  how much they stress individual liberty versus public health; (2) their 
prediction of whether drug abuse and its attendant harms will increase significan~ly under 
legalization; and (3 j their notion of whether the currently illegal drugs are more intrinsically 
or directly harmfui or harmful indirectly, that is, mainly because they are illegal. Ironically, 
although the progressive legalizers and the progressive prohibitionists stand on opposite 
sides of the great legalization divide, they shm more particrilars of their drug policy pro- 
posals than any two major positions in this debate. If major changes in drug policy do take 
place in the next century, they are likely to be drawn from the substantial overlap in these 
two positions. 

Clzarly, then, there are various approaches to drug legalization (for a summary of these 
positions. see Table 15-1 ). These approaches fit more or less comfortably into, and have .TI- 
evance iind resonance for, quite distinct political views or nrirntations. Drug legalization 
may be said to be a specific Instance of, or a specific issue for, a more general polltical, ide- 
ological, and moral position. The issue is considered in terms of a bmader image or world- 
view expredng how things ought to be. In this fense, then, it is misleading to think about 
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Summary of ideological Positions toward Legalization 
d "Hard" Drugs 

I 

Attitude toward Aeitudr loward 
Legalization Decriminalization 

-4 ttitude toumurd Othrt 
the War on Drugs Agendas 

Strongly In favor For some crugs. in 
f d l ' ~ 1 ~  

Opposed- trpposed- 
lccreaie~ incre~res 
drug use drug UEE 

Srrungly in fillor Drug use as 
imnloral: let's 
hucngther~ 
"rndral values" 

Stronpl) uppased Druis as prudte 
propeny; azninst 
government 
control 

Strong]: oppnred Economic 
rcd~strihur~on; 
lel':. empower 
the pi~werles\ 

Strongly ~pposBL1 Civil right< uf the 
dr.~g uscr: 
p~~wrnrion 17f 

d r ~ g  user IS 

immoral 
Oppusrd-harm? Hedrl, of the 

the p ~ b l i c  ccmmuniry; 
h n n  reduction 

the debate strictly in pragmatic or empirical lerms. In mall), ways, ir is an ideolilgical debare 
about which political perspective will dominate the policy on drugs in  the years to come. 

Moreover, it is fr,olish to picture lhe drug Icgal~zal~on debate as 3 n  elther/or ptoyuht- 
tion. What counts is the particulars of a givzn proposal; the position taken hy some ob- 
szrvet:, (,4mold Trcbnch i s  an outstanding rrample) i> thitt nothing could Ix worse th:in 
what wc've got nou. The position that we should legalize at once and take care of the 
~pecif ics  as we go along is ~rrespons~ble In the extreme. 411 pol~cj  change\ repwent 
minefield oi potential unanticipated-and unde\ired-con+equz~l~e. Both God ond the 
de\il are I n  the details. 

Many critics and obaervets argue thar the system uf prohibitiun that currently prevails in the 
United State< doesn't work and is coun~erpruducti\~e.doing more harrrl ~ h u n  gtu~d. Thz vcr) 
nature uf legal prohibitiot~ makes obtaining a bannedproduct or a service C X ~ I I S ~ V C ,  hcncc. 
proLtahle tu supply. Because of the prnfi 1 motive, the arrest o f  orlr purveyor does [ l o t  result 
in  adis!-uption in the supply of illicit goods find services. I ~ ~ s ~ e a d ,  another purveyor steps i n  
and maintain< business as uanal. Rdcreover,  he illrci; drug business breed!, corruptit)n. bru- 
tality, violence, and crime, not to mention tainted drugs of unpredictable quality. These crit- 
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ics have proposed that the current system of  prohibition be replaced with a system of drug 
legalizatian, in one form or another. 

Thee major changes have been proposed: legalization, decriminalization. and a policy 
of harm reduction. Legalization proposes that the currently illicit drugs be regutated by the 
state in much the same way alcohol and tobacco are. Drugs would be taxed. The state would 
set limits on their potency and purity and would determine to whom they may be sold. Pre- 
sumably, the government would control issues such as drug advertising, and determine who 
may sell drugs and in what sort of establishmeni, who is permitted to manufacture hem, 
where and under what circumstances they may be used. and so on. 

Decriminalization is a very different proposal: from legalization. Full decriminalization 
entails no state regulation or control whatsoever. ("Full" decriminalization should k dis- 
tinguished from "partial" decriminalization, which currently prevails in 12 states for mari- 
juma. which permits small-quantity possession without arrest.) It is a laissez faire or 
"hands-off" policy of virtually no regulation or control whatsoever. Under this program, 
anyone may manufacture and disrribute any psychoactive substance for any reason. (The 
sale to and use by minors is presumably an exception, as is being under the influence while 
flying a plane, driving a car, or handling dangerous machines and equipment, and, in the 
case of a drug, like cigarettes, public use which results in forcing others to inhale the drug's 
fumes.) Complete decriminalization is not a serious proposal and has no hope of imple- 
mentation ar any time in the foreseeable future. 

Some observers argue that drug abuse be regarded as a medical marter and that Sched- 
ule I drugs be rescheduled as Schedule I1 drugs, that is, that they be available to addicts and 
abusers by prescription. By the lights of this proposal, hey would be controlled in the same 
way that psychoactive medications such as Prozac, Valium, and ~norphine are, the differ- 
tnce being that maintaining the abuser on the drug would be legally permitted. The "con- 
dition" that would be meared is the abuse of the drug, and that '"ueatment" would be the 
administration of the abused drug. This proposal assumes hat abusers and addicts take 
drugs not to yet high but because they are dependent and cannot control their use. 

Harm reduction is a pragmatic or consequentialist proposal rather than a moralistic or 
ideological proposal. It argues that the purpose of the law is not to wipe out drug use or 
abuse, for that is an impossibility, but to reduce the total volume of harm to the society, in- 
cluding such harms as death, disease, a decline in productivity, educational deficits. mone- 
~ary cost, and so on. Harm reductionists treat each drug on a case-by-case basis and every 
detail of every proposal on o cast-by-case basis. A major eIement of the harm reduction- 
ist's program is to reduce the h m  from the legal drugs; in the case of tobacco, that means 
drastically lowering its use, period. Harm reductionists are also tinkerers; they believe that 
any prnposal that doesn't work should be scuttled and any propasal that does should be re- 
tained. Some elements of a ham1 reduction policy are currently being instituted in Western 
Europe, with some success. 

A major plank of the legalizer's platform is that drug use and abuse will not rise sig- 
nificantly under legalization. Legalizers reason that prohibition is inherently and fatally 
flawed bzc~iusc ~t there is demand for a iervice or a product, purveyors will find a way to 
distribute it and consumers will find a way ro purchase it. But there are many services and 
products whose availahility and consumption are strongly reduced by their illegality and 
law enforcement-na~iunnl alcohol prohibition being a major example. While there were 
other harmful consequences uf Prohibition, alcohol consu~liption declined by half between 
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1920 dud 1933 On ihe other hand. the "doom.ay:rs" who ayue that the utors1-caw sce- 
nario w ~ l l  come about as a result of legalizat~on arr completely wrong; under any conceib- 
able form uF Irgalitatlun. most Americans will not use the currently ~ l l m t  drugs. The 
regular use vf many now-illicit drug< ~ v l u l d  require a drasticdlly d~sruptivz chdnge in  the 
user's day-to-day lifestyle. a~td that 1 %  extremely unl~kely to happen. On the other hand, a 
great deal of evtdence irjdicates that availabrllty strongly encourages use for a substantial 
pcrcenfage of :he pcpulation. Morcclwr, today, thc heaviest attd most chronic ~busrrs do 
not use as much as they'd like: legalization would Increase rhe~r use ss well as thz harm that 
such u>e causes. 

continu;?nce rates 436 legaliiation 4 16, 4 10 prescript~cn model 423 

decriminalization, full 422 medical approach 433 progressive legalizerc 337 

decriminalization, r~lai~~~c~rauce modcl 423 propr~ssive 

partial 472 Vational Alzohol prohibitionists 440 

harm reduction 425 Prohibition 424 proh~bition 4 15 

hassle factor 434 practicality 424 Prohibition 427 
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Peter Reuter 

What would actually happen if illicit h g s  wzre legalized in the United States? As I and 
my co-author Robert MacCoun detail in our book Drug War Heresies: Learning from other 
firrs. Times, and Places, a decade of study has convinced us that legalization of cocaine, 
heroin and marijuana would lead to large reductions in drug-related crirne and mortality but 
also ro large increases in drug use and addiction. Whether American society would be bet- 
ter off i s  impossible to predict. 

Choosing [he best policy for controlling use of illicit drugs in the United States is not 
a simple marter of adding up benefits and harms. There are two fundamenwl problems. 
F~rst, the damages from drugs and drug control come in many different forms. How can we 
weigh the increased addiction certain to result from legalization against the reduced crime 
and corruption that it would generate? How would we balance reductions in violence 
against potential increases in accidents and other behavioral risks of drug use? Money is 
hardly a satisfactory measure. 

Further complicating the picture, the advantages and disadvmtages of the various ap- 
proaches to legalization would lx unevenly distributed in society. Any substantial reduction 
in illegal-drug markets will help urban minority communities, which suffer so much from the 
accompanying crime and disorder. That's likely to be true even if the level of drug use and ad- 
diction were to increase in those communities. For the middle class, however, the benefits of 
eliminating black-market operations may ssern very small in comparison to the increased risk 
of drug involvement, particularly among adolescents. Redstributing the damage away from 
the poor may seem desinble and even justify some worsening of the overall problem-but 
not everyone will agree with that. 

What's clear to us is that we do not have to choose between the two extremes tha t  
are usually presented in the American debate: either an all-out war on drugs with stiff 
penalties for possession and sales, or a libertarian free market. More moderate alterns- 
lives are possible. Policies in the Netherlands and Switzerland and, increasingly, in the 
United Kingdom and Germany, demonstrate that it is possible to reap most of the ben- 
efits of prohibition without inflicting the hams caused by the punitive U.S. system. 
Our government's failure to see this is largely traceable lo the popular notion that the 
only defensible goal for drug policy is to reduce the number of users to zero. It is 
equally rational, however. to seek also to reduce the harmful consequences of drug use 
when it occurs. 

One size will not fit all drugs. There is, for inutdnce. a strong case to be made for 
not only eliminating the penalties for marijuana possession but allowing people to cul- 
tivate the plant for their own use-the approach currently taken in the state of South 
Australia. The downside risks (some increase in marijuana use and related illness) seem 
modest, while the gains look very attractive: the elimination of 700,000 marijuana- 
possession arrests in  the United States annually and the possibility of weakening the link 
between  he soft and hard drug markets without launching Dutch-style commercial pro- 
motion. But i n  the case of heroin, the desirability of some sort of prescription approach, 
on the model of the Swiss and Dutch heroin-maintenance regimes, is much harder to 
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gauge. And w ~ t h  cocaine, i t  seetns that any policy that permits easlet access i s  likely to 
produce sizeable increases in use. 

To this etd. we could rake a tack familiar from the 1I.S- approach to controlling use 
t>f alcohol,  hat is to reduce the quantiry of drugs consumed hy those w h o  won't qutt cab- 
Ing them. We could also attempt to diminish harm with effort< that draw on the model of 
I1.S. consumer-producl safety regulations, which focus as much on reducing the c-crnsc- 

quences of accidents as  on cutting the nuinher of them that occur. It's true that worhing 
u u ~  a i ~ ~ ~ i l a l .  stratcgics to control illicil drugs wroultl not be 2a5y ot. fret: of risk. But wch 
strategies are likely to be far more humane than either of the extreme options usually put 
before us. 

Sourcr. Reprinted from. Cnllrgtp Park msglgazine, Fa11 2002, p. 5 


